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PREFACE
This thesis is a report of an investigation to study
a possible correlation between communications behavior and
self-actualization and whether or not changes in selfactualization can be measured by observation of communications behavior.
I wish to acknowledge and express my appreciation of

others whose patience and interest were of so much help in
completing this project:

Donald F. Duns, Ph.D., Chairman

of the Communications Arts and Sciences Department, Martin

T. Gipson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology and
James J. Mcllwrath, M.S., Assistant Professor of Sociology;
all of the College of the Pacific.
I

am also grateful to the Graduate School of the

College of the Pacific for some financial assistance in the
purchase of the films used in the experiment and to Jack
Dunn, graduate student, for his work as cameraman.
Acknowledgment must also be made of the influence of
Eric Berne, M.D., and his writings on Transactional Analysis
and Gordon 1. Haiberg, M.D., whose teaching and demonstrations of Transactional Analysis inspired my return to college and the undertaking and completion of this project.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
INTRODUCTION
The planned, intensive group experience is the most
rapidly spreading social invention of the century and, in
the opinion of Carl Rogers, may be the most potent one.l
He recognizes such groups under varied labels such as
T-groups, encounter groups, sensitivity training groups,
and also as laboratories in human relations or as workshops
in leadership, education, or counseling.

Because of the

emphasis on the fullest development of human potentials in
most of these groups the theories and activities conncected
with them have come to be known as the Human Potential
Movement.
Self-Actualization
In the writings of those who broke away from
Freudianism and behaviorism are many generalizations about
human values and the development of human potential.

Self-

actualization is a term that has come into much use to more

lcarl Rogers, On Encounter Groups (New York:
and Row, 1970), P• 1.
1

Harper

2

narrowly describe the process involved in the individual
effort to match his potential as a human.

This term, self-

actualization, is vague in origin but it has come generally
to be associated with the name of Abraham H. Maslow.
In speaking of self-actualizing people Maslow states
''. . . the full use and exploitation of talent, capacities,
potentialities--etc.

Such people seem to be fulfilling

themselves and doing the best that they are capable of
doing."Z

The study of self-actualization concerned Maslow

all of his professional life and he produced a number of
papers and theories that resulted in some classification of
the components of self-actualization.
Mas low and his Work
Abraham H. Maslow was a psychologist and one of the
pioneers in the movement of s orne psychologists away from
psychoanalysis and behaviorism.

Maslow believed that mental

illness could not be understood until mental health is
understood.

His rejection of some Freudian theory was

be~

cause of its concentration on the worst in man.
He rejected behaviorism because of the Behaviorists'
reliance on averages and statistical studies3 and because
so much of their work was based on research on animals.

He

2Abraham H. Mas low, Toward A Psbchology of Being
(New York: Van Nostrand, 1962), PP· 2 0-01.
3
_ _..,.'1'r"'1"".,., "Neurosis As A Failure of Personal Growth,
Humani tas, 19 61 ..

11

3

objected to the fact that the behaviorists tend to study
what is in regards to man, rather than what might be.4
Because he believed that mental health must be
understood before mental illness can be determined his
original work consisted of studies of older, mature people
who appeared to meet his concept of self-actualized people.
Because he found such people reluctant to be interviewed or
dealt with as "subjects" he was unable to conduct experiments or scientific research.S
He did, however, collect a mass of data about selfactualized people, living and dead.

His study was divided

into three categories, "case, partial cases, and potential
or possible cases."

He felt his work could be called a

method and that he opened a whole new area to behavioral
science. 6
Maslow suggested that self-actualized people have
psychological needs that cannot be filled until certain
"deficiency needs" have been fulfilled.

Among the defi-

ciency needs were physical needs, belongingness and love
needs and esteem needs.

Self-actualization needs were

described under two broad categories; the desire to know
4Abraham H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality (New
York: Harper and Row, 1954}.
Sprank Goble, The Third Force (New York: Grossman
Publishers, 1970), p. 23.
6Maslow, Motivation and Personality, op. cit.,
p. 362.

4

and understand and certain aesthetic needs.7
Self-actualization might best be defined by two
statements Maslow made.

"What a man£!!!_ be, he must be."S

The need for growth, development and utilization o£
potential he also described as, "the desire to become more
and more what one is, to become everything that one is
capable of becoming."9
In searching through Maslow's writings it is apparent he encountered difficulty in arriving at a precise
description of the values or "Being" needs of the selfactualized person.
1.

wholeness

2.

perfection

3.

completion

4.

justice

s.

aliveness

6.

richness

7.

simplicity

8.

beauty

9.

goodness

These "being" values he listed as:

10.

uniqueness

11.

effortlessness

12.

playfulness

13.

truth

7 Ibid., P• 7.

9Jbid., p. 92.

5

14.

self-sufficiencylO
Later, at Maslow's urging, Shostrom compiled a 14

scale item list for the measurement of self-actualizationJl
This measurement device is described later in this report
under INSTRUMENTS in Chapter III.
Self-Actualization and Younger People
After extensive work studying and observing older
people's lives Maslow did some research with younger
people.

In his earliest effort in this direction two thou-

sand college students were considered.

Only one of them

was found to be sufficiently mature to be considered selfactualized.12
Very important to this study, however, is Maslow's
conclusion that the young could be studied directly under
more scientific conditions than were possible in the study
of older people. 13
The Human Potential Movement
The opening comment in this study concerned the phenomenal growth of the small group movement and named it the
Human Potential Movement.

The numbers of people who have

lOibid., P· 93.
!lEverett L. Shostrom, POI: An Inventory for the
Measurement of Self;Actualization (San Diego: Educational
ana Industrial Test1ng Service, f966).
1

~

l

I
l

1

i
Jj'

:1

l2Goble, op. cit., P· 23.
13Jbid.

6

flocked to this movement would seem to testify to the need
of people to reach for personal growth.
A number of growth centers have developed around the
United States in response to the public demand for the experience of the small group dedicated to efforts of personal growth, these groups may be unstructured, or structured,
they may have a leader or may not have a leader, and if
there is a leader he may be a professional or may be a lay
leader.
Sixty-five growth centers in the United States,
canada and Mexico were named in a recent list of growth centers.

These centers range in size and scope from small

groups doing their own thing to sizeable professional operations such as the National Training Laboratory network or
the Esalen Institute, "a center to explore those trends in
the behavioral sciences, religion and philosophy which emphasize the potentialities and values of human existence. ul4
The Spring, 1971, Esalen Program lists 128 separate
lectures, workshops and seminars.

It is estimated that

about 5,000 people a year participate in the workshops at
Big sur and san Francisco, California.lS

At a weekend

demonstration lecture in New York City they drew 1,700
Friday evening and 2,000 a day on Saturday and
people on a
Sunday·
14personal correspondence, Esalen Institute, March
6, 1971.

lSLos Angeles Times, May 3, 1

97
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7

However, popularity is not a criteria for the measurement of self-actualization in candidates for growth or
whether or not such growth lends itself to the educational
process in the small group setting.

A frequent criticism

of the Human Potential Movement is that its practitioners
have done little to measure the self-actualization of
people who present themselves as candidates for growth and
present little evidence that such activities result in
growth, or increase, in self-actualization in those who are
the seekers of growth.
Summary of Introduction
The Human Potential Movement is an important phenomenon, it seems to satisfy an apparent need for many people
to explore personal change in the small group setting, and
suggests itself as an area in which people may make positive change toward self-actualization.
The shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory offers a
means of measurement of self-actualization and whether or
not positive change is facilitated in the small group, or
encounter group setting.
In his early investigations of self-actualization
Maslow identified self-actualization among older people but
was not able to identify it as a trait among youth of
college age·
Important to this study is Maslow's conclusion that
college age P

,f

~w.

eople are good subjects for experimental study.

8

This investigation then explores the possibility that a
group of college students involved in an interpersonal communications course will change toward self-actualization as
measured by the Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory.
It also explores the possibility that change, if any, may
be verified by naive observers when reporting on communicative behavior of an experimental and comparison group.
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The primary purpose of this investigation is to
determine whether or not, in a four week winter term, college students undergoing communicative behavior training
and self-actualization experiential learning in the encounter group setting will demonstrate change in pre- and postscoring on the Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory.
The secondary purpose of the investigation is to
determine whether or not changes in self-actualization that
might appear among the subjects can be visually identified
by naive observers.
Importance of the Study
If self-actualization is a desirable condition in
man it seems appropriate to investigate the possibility that
be encouraged or induced early in the life of any
it may
individual desiring to make changes in a positive direction.
Maslow said that self-actualization tends to be seen

9

as an ultimate or final state of affairs, a far goal,
rather than a dynamic process throughout life,
rather than Becoming."l6

11

Being

He concluded that percentagewise

self-actualization was a rare condition in older people and
that it was almost non-existent among college-age students.
However, his finding that young people are more
amenable to study under scientific conditions than older
people at least implies they will be desirable subjects to
measure change under experimental conditions.
In discussing change, Harris says one thing that
makes people want to change is the sudden discovery that
they can.l7

An important question to which this study is

addressed then is; nif change toward self-actualization
appears desirable to college students and it is demonstrated such change is possible under experimental conditions then will more students be encouraged to seek positive change toward self- actualization?

11

The fact that people can change toward selfactualization in the encounter group setting has already
been demonstrated to an extent that warrants further
study.l8

In these cases the Shostrom Personal Orientation

16Maslow, Toward A Psychology of Being, op. cit.,
PP· 202-04.

17rhomas A. Harris, I'm OK--You're OK (New York:
Harper and Row, 1969), p. 60.
18samuel A. Culbert, James V. Clark and_I-I. ~ennf!th
Bobele, "Measures of Change Toward Self-Actual1zat1on 1n

10
Inventory was used to measure change in the 14 scale items
listed.l9
This study will also indicate that the Shostrom
Personal Orientation Inventory may be used to measure the
effectiveness of one teaching method versus another teaching method to induce positive change toward self-actualization.

The Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory also

makes possible the opportunity of ongoing measurements of
self-actualization at certain periods in the lives of individuals who might have been directed toward positive change
by one method or another while they were college students.
Another point is considered in this study:

Is the

communicative behavior of the self-actualized different in
any degree from that of the non-self-actualized and can it
be observed and recorded?

Is observable communicative be-

havior of'a group of self-actualized people measurably different from a group of non-self-actualized people?
This might lead to the possibility then that teaching improvement in interpersonal communicative behavior
could result in a concomitant learning regarding self-

Two sensitivity Training Groups," Journal of Counseling
Psycholofy, 15:53-57, 1968; see al~o, Edward R. Young and
teonard • Jacobsen, 11 Effects. of T1me-Exte~de~ Ma~athon
Group Experiences on Personal1ty Character1st1cs, Journal
f counseling Psychology, 17:247-51, 1970; and James F.
Gu 1 nan and Melv1n L. Foulds, "Marathon ~roup: Facilitator
of Pe rs ona1 Growth," Journal of Counse l1ng Psychology,
17:145-49, 1970.
19E. L. Shos trom, "A Test for the Measurement of
Self-Actualization," Educational and Psychological Measurement, 24:207-18, 1965.

11

actualization.
There is hope that the experimental group leader's
commitment to Transactional Analysis and Gestalt Therapy as
educational methods will lead others to do similar research
using \{hatever methods they favor for aiding people seeking
better ways of coping with life problems.

The availability

of the Personal Orientation Inventory in a machine scored
form greatly reduces detail work for the clinician who
might be willing to test his potency as a change agent.
The inventory is easy to administer and requires only thirty
to forty-five minutes to complete.
The existing data available for the study of Human
Behavior through the activities of the Human Potential
Movement, and the professionals involved in it is enormous
in scope.

It is probably impossible to estimate the number

of teachers, professors, clinicians, social workers, parole
officers, ministers and counselors whose work has been influenced by desire or need of people to move toward greater
self-actualization.

The 1971 Directory of the International

Transactional Analysis Association lists 626 members ranging
from interested laymen to psychiatrists and all of whom are
involved with subjects seeking a change in personal or
social style. 20
The focus of this study is on modification of
Association,
of Members for
94 705.

12
communicative behavior with the goal of increased selfactualization, the measurement of personal change and
whether or not such change can be recorded by naive observers.

The experience of this investigator indicates little,

if any, research has been done to correlate communicative
behavior with self-actualization or to induce improvement
of self-actualization through experiential education in
self-knowledge and communicative behavior.

Hopefully, this

study will stimulate further research along these lines and
provide some guidelines for both the teachers and seekers
of personal growth in the process of Being, as suggested by
Maslow.21
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
This experiment was based on the following assumptions and limitations:
Assumptions
1. Self-actualization, as described by Maslow, is
a desirable human condition22 and it is measurable by use
of the Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory.23
2.

The capacity for self-actualization is also a

21Maslow, Toward A Psychology of Being, op. cit.,

P· v.
22Goble, loc. cit.
23shostrom, POI: An I~ventory for the Measurement
of Self-Actualization, Ioc. c1t.

13

need and that exercise of these capacities is necessary to
growth.

"Capacities clamor to be used, and cease their

clamor only when they~ well used."24
3.

The scale items of the Shostrom Personal Orien-

tation Inventory are items of information that can lead to
new patterns of personal orientation.25
4.

A group leader using a variety, or combination,

of methods can guide subjects into new patterns of orientation toward self-actualization through self-knowledge.26

s.

That on viewing films of the pre- and post-

experimental and comparison groups naive observers, to some
degree, can verify self-actualization by judging communicative behavior of the two groups.
6.

That awareness of involvement in an experiment

will not materially affect the pre- and post-scores on the
Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory among the experimental subjects.
Limitations
The limitations on which this study was based were:
1.

Those inherent to the method of selection of

sample groups from college students.
'i

r
)

24Maslow, Toward A Psychology of Being, op. cit.,

,4'1-'
I
f

I
j

i
<'

_.I

'

I
I

I

;: i
!

p. 20 1.

25shostrom, POI: An Inventory for the Measurement
of Self-Actualization, loc. cit.
26culbert, Clark, and Bobele, loc. cit.; see also,
Jacobsen, loc. cit.; and Guinan and Foulds, loc.
Young and
cit.

14

2.

Those inherent in the selection and composition

of the scale items used in the measuring instrument.
3.

Those inherent in group leadership style and

4.

Unmeasured differences between encounter group

method.
learning method and traditional class or seminar methods.

s.

Unintentional biases of the researcher, group

leaders, observers and subjects.
6.

Possible motivational differences among subjects.

1.

Possible differences of performance and behavior

between the experimental group and the comparison group due
to experimental subjects' awareness of the fact that they
were members of an experimental group.
HYPOTHESES
1.

Students participating in a four-week training

course in interpersonal communications will not demonstrate
a significant improvement in self-actualization scale items
when measured by pre- and post-scores on the Shostrom
Personal Orientation Inventory.
2.

Differences in self-actualization will not be

identifiable by naive observers on viewing pre- and postfilms of the experimental and the comparison group.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
The terms defined in this section have been selected
.tings of the Human Potential Movement and listed
from t h e Wrl

15

here to narrow whatever gap in understanding may exist between the writer and the reader or those who might wish to
do further experimentation along the lines of this study.
These terms were also commonly used in transactions between
the experimenter and those involved such as advisors and
observers, between the group leader and the experimental
subjects and between the experimental subjects themselves
in their group interaction.
Self-actualization.

An ongoing utilization of poten-

tial talents and capacities, fulfillment of mission or call
or fate or vocation, a fuller acceptance of a person's own
intrinsic nature, an unceasing trend toward unity, integration or synergy within the person.27
communicative behavior training.

An

eclectic method

of experiential learning in a small group stimulating awareness of individual verbal and non-verbal behavior.
Body language.

Physical behavior involved in inter-

personal communications such as gestures, body movement or
facial expressions.28
Transactional analysis.

A theory of personality

27a. L. Birdwhistell, Introduction to Kinesics
(Louisville: University of Lou1sV1lle Press, 1952).
28Julius Fast, Body Language (New York: M. Evans
Er1c Berne, _G_a_m_e~s__P~e~o.p~l~e~P~l~a~y
d Comp any ' 1970)·' see also,
an
I
(New York: Grove Press, nc., 1964) •

16
based on the study of specific ego states.29
Ego state.

A consistent pattern of feeling and ex-

perience directly related to a corresponding consistent
pattern of behavior.30
Parent.
figure.

An ego state borrowed from a parental

It may exert itself as an indirect influence, or

be directly exhibited in parental behavior.31
Adult.

An ego state oriented toward objective

autonomous data processing and probability estimating.32
Child.

An ego state which is an archaic relic from

an early significant period of life.
influenced by Parental parameters.

The adapted Child is
The expressive Child is

more autonomous.33
semantic responsibility.

Individual responsibility

to verbalize in specific terms related to the "how" and
"now" rather than to the "why" and "then. "34
29Eric Berne, Principles of Group Treatment (New
oxford University Press, 1966), p. 370; see also,
York: Games People Plar, loc. cit.; and Harris, I'm OK-Berne,
You're OK, Ioc. cit.
30Berne, Principles of Group Treatment, op. cit.,
p. 364.
32 Ibid., p. 361.
31Ibid., p. 366.

eds. Jo

33Ibid., p. 362.
34pri tz Perls "Gestalt Therapy Now," Four Lectures,
en Fagan and irma Lee Shepherd (Palo Alto,
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Self-disclosure.

To lay open for view the secrets

of the private self, individual willingness to be open and
honest with others.35
Gestalt therapy.

A method of increasing personal

awareness of the instant moment and to further, thereby, a
subject's personality integration by having him acknowledge
his responsibility for how he exists at any given moment.36
Naive observers.

College students untrained in

scientific observational methods.
Encounter group.

A group of persons with the common

objective of exploring interpersonal relationships and the
exploration of self through interpersonal relationships.37

California: Science and Behavior Books, Inc., 1970)· see
lso Jurgen Ruesch, Disturbed Communication (New Yo~k:
~ w' Norton and Company, 1957); and Wendell Johnson,
p~opie in Quandaries (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1946).
35sidney M. Jourard, The Transparent Self (Princeton:
van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1964).
36F. s. Perls, E~o, Hunfer and Aggression (London:
Allen and Unwin, 1947;ew Yor: Random ~ouse, 1969); see
p s. Perls Gestalt Theray§ Verbat1m (Lafayette,
1
~a~~for~ia: Real'People Press,69~; and Perls, Hefferline
and Goodman, Gestalt Therap~ •. loc. c1t.; and Perls,
"Gestalt Therapy Now,n loc. C1t.
37Rogers, on Encounter Groups, op. cit., pp. 4-5.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In Chapter I a number of references were made relating to the work of Abraham H. Maslow and his theory of
self-actualization, the Human Potential Movement, communicative behavior, encounter groups, Transactional Analysis
and research concerning the measurement of selfactualization among members of encounter groups or marathons.

A more detailed review of the literature of these

areas is presented in this chapter.
ANTECEDENTS TO THE I-lUMAN POTENTIAL MOVEMENT
Before discussing the movement Maslow was moving
"toward" it seems appropriate to briefly mention the movements he was retreating "from."

For eighteen centuries on

this earth human behavior was a subject within the realm of
"people influencers" such as witches, soothsayers, bards,
priests, alchemists and writers.

Credit is given William

wundt for having established the first laboratory for the
development of scientific psychology in 1879.

In 1881, he

started the first journal of experimental psychology.!
lprank Goble, The Third Force (New York:
Publishers, 1970), P· 3.
18

Grossman
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In the latter part of the 19th Century Sigmund Freud
presented his extensive theories of human behavior,
theories destined to become dominant in the study of man's
mind for many years.

These theories became so widely

accepted that by 1950, Hobart Mowrer stated that they dominated not only psychotherapy, but also education jurisprudence, religion, child rearing, art, literature and
social philosophy.Z

By 1959, Freudianism was thoroughly

established as a doctrine among the intellectual leaders of
the United States.3
In the early 1900's, John B. Watson, a professor of
psychology at Johns Hopkins University, spearheaded a move
in the direction of what came to be known as Behaviorism,
labeled by Goble as the "Second Force. "4

Thusly, according

to Goble, Freudianism is the "First Force," Behaviorism is
the "Second Force" and the theories and ideas of Mas low, as
we

11

as other humanistic psychologists, the "Third Force. nS
MASLOW AND HUMA1'HSTIC PSYCHOLOGY
A challenge to Freudianism and Behaviorism was made

2Hobart o. Mowrer, "~ymposium on Science: Society
and the public's Health-Eth1cal Issues, Johns Hopkins
University, 1966.
3Richard LaPiere, The Freudian Ethic (New York:
n and Pierce, !959).
nue 11' Sloa
11

4Goble, op. cit., P· 6.
SJbid., pp. 10-Zl.

__________.....................
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by Abraham H. Maslow in 1954 with the publication of his
book, Motivation and Personality.

This book stimulated

other students of human behavior to exploration of that
field of psychology, or social-psychology, that has come to
be known as the Human Potential Movement.
any of several theorists in the field

m~ght

Maslow said that
have as appro-

priately been spokesman of the movement and credits the
importance and impact of the Human Potential Movement to
the fact that it is the product of many investigators.6
Maslow was critical of Freud's concentration on the
study of neurotic and psychotic individuals7 and the
Behaviorist's reliance on averages and statistical methodology.S

Both movements were the subject of his criticism

for their comparisons of man with the animal world.9
In addition Maslow makes the statement, "I wanted to
make science consider all the problems that non-scientists
have been handling--religion, poetry, values, philosophy,
art."lO
The focus of Maslow's study and writings was on the
personality of those considered to be successful, selffulfilled and mature.

He centered his attention on a con-

cept of mental health rather on mental illness as so many

6 Ibid., p. vi.

7 Ibid., p. 14.

glbid.
Sibid., P• 15.
lOMary Harrington Hall, "A Conversation with Abraham
H. Mas low'" p·sychology Today_, July' 1968.
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of his predecessors had done.

People he considered to be

in good mental health were his models for the selfactualized person.

The accomplishment of self-actualiza-

tion he considered to be the result of a natural drive toward the enlargement of human potential.

His measurement

of self-actualization was a high level of personal fulfillment after satisfaction of certain deficiency and growth
needs.

Quantification of these needs was not attempted and

no ranking order of upper and lower levels was established,
rather Maslow spoke of a process of Being in his book
Toward A Psychology of Being.ll
It was his belie£ that people involved in such a
growth process, the Being process, are psychologically
healthy and that in a good society the environment will be
such that self-fulfillment is possible to all who are encouraged in the process of personal growth.

Borrowing·a

term from Ruth Benedictl2 he called such a society a
. t Y• "
"synergic soc1e

OTHER CONTRIBUTORS TO HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY
No claim is made that Maslow alone initiated or
.
. d the thrust of Third Force psychology. This movema1nta1ne
ment was more an amalgamation of writings and beliefs that

(New

llAbraham H. Maslow, Toward A Psychology of Being
York: van Nostrand, 1901).
l2Jbid., p. 133.

b
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centered upon the theme of self-fulfillment or selfactualization as an indication of individual reach for the
accomplishment of maximum human potential available to one
human being.
In a personal letter to Frank G. Goble, author of
The Third Force, Maslow wrote, "I never met Freud or Jung
but I did meet with Adler in his home."

He goes on.

"As

for many of the others I sought them out--people like Erich
Fromm and Karen Horney and Ruth Benedict and Max Wertheimer
and the like." 13
Others he mentioned at the same time were Margaret
Mead, Gardner Murphy, Rollo May, Carl Rogers, Kurt
Goldstein and Gordon Allport.

All were leaders in this new

thinking about psychology.
Goble mentions that the Association of Humanistic
Psychologists has steadily increased and by mid-1969 had
reached 1,200 members.l4

By the end of that same year more

than 90 growth centers operated in various parts of the
nation. 15
Another label that became attached to the idea of
self-actualization was that of "Human Potential" and in
1954

, Gardner Murphy published Human Potentialities.

13Maslow, op. cit., PP· 1 2 - 18 •
14Goble, op. cit., P· 13 7·
15Mas 1ow , op . c1"t • , pp • 227-40.
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study of human potential became the subject of special research centers such as the Human Potentialities Research
Project at the University of Utah, and the National Center
for the Exploration of Human Potential in La Jolla,
California.

Herbert Otto, a social psychologist, has been

connected with both of these projects and is the author of
Group Methods To Actualize Human Potential, a guide for
group leaders whose goal is to assist individuals in the
small group format to grow toward their potential.l6
Maslow's ideas also carried over into the business
world and one of his proponents was Douglas MacGregor who
contended that many business organizations overlooked human
needs and expressed these views in his book The Human Side
of Enterprise.l7

Likertl8 and Argyrisl9 were others who

applied principles from the Human Potential Movement to the
field of business.
The consideration of human values in the work of
those concerned with social function has spread into fields
such as crime control, juvenile delinquency and drug abuse.
16Herbert A. Otto, Group Methods To Actualize Human
Potential: A Handbook (Beverly Hills: The Holistic Press,

!970).

17nouglas MacGregor, !he Human Side of Enterprise
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1960).
18Rensis Likert, New Patterns of Management (New
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961).
York:
19chris Argyris, lntegrating the Individual and the
k
john wiiey and sons, 1964).
Organization (New Yor :
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Programs related to the Human Potential Movement mentioned
by Goble as the Mott Vocational Guidance Program, the Yonan
Codex Foundation and the work of William Glaser in applying
reality therapy theory to a program for delinquent girls.
Without the

blessi~gs

of the psychologists and psychia-

trists, Synanon and Alcoholics Anonymous have demonstrated
the value of human interaction in resolvi~g problems of
some troubled people.ZO
Perhaps the least open-armed reception of the Human
Potential Movement and Humanistic Psychology has existed in
the academic field.

Bugental states the low representation

among the universities and psychology research centers is a
handicap.Zl

A major barrier to greater acceptance of this

movement on the part of the academic establishment has been
the light flow of scientifically and statistically acceptable data.
THE NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Speaking on one aspect of data collection, a speaker
at the 1970 American Psychiatric Association convention
said, "· •

• statistical evidence is meager."Z2

2°Gob1e, op. cit., PP• 139-49.

22rask Force Re ort on
er 1 can Psyc 1atr1c
chi a try_,

and Ps Force eport
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In the book, Methods of Research in Psychotherapy
Schofield notes that psychologists and psychiatrists have
been slow to recognize the appropriateness of repeating a
diagnostic test during ongoing treatment or study of an
individual.23

This may, or may not, be due to a reluctance

on the part of clinicians to submit their techniques,
methods and results to detailed scrutiny.

Whatever the

reason it has left many unsubstantiated claims floating
about concerning the efficacy of either individual or group
psychotherapy.
This same deficiency has been evident in the literature of the Human Potential Movement.

There is an argument,

that the groups dedicated to personal growth, or the search
for self-actualization, are not therapy groups.

Whether

this is so or not the fact remains that many means of measurement available to the psychotherapists are also available to encounter group leaders and both could do a great
deal more in providing measurement data.
Taken in total there is a constant question running
through all of Maslow's writings indicating his realization
that the problem of data collection in the Human Potential
ecent Developments in the Use.of ~mall Gr?uP~· Public
on R.
Division American Psych1atr1c Assoc1at1on, 1700
Serv1Sces t Washlngton D. c., 20009, 1970.
18th tree '
'
23william Schofield, "The Structured Personality
· Measurement of Effects of Psychotherapy," in
Inventory 1n .
h
ds Louis A. Gottschalk and Arthur H.
Methods of Resy~~k·' Aeppieton-Century-Crofts, 1966), p. 536.
Auerbach {New
•

,
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Movement would slow acceptance of his ideas in many fields.
Shortly before his death in 19 70, he wrote, "Clearly the
next step for this psychology and philosophy is research,
research, research--not only in the laboratory but, more
importantly, in the field, in society, in factories, homes,
hospitals, communities, even nations."24
These charges of inadequacy are often met by Human
Potential Movement people with statements such as, "We are
too busy helping people to be bothered with the mumbo jumbo
and claptrap of science."

Nevertheless, Carl Rogers notes

that the kind of "self-reporting" accepted by encounter
group researchers does not meet the criteria of ". . • the
traditional, 'hard-headed' approach. n25
There are many pros and cons to this question but it
seems to center around the point that the participants in
encounter groups are "well" people who have paid a fee to
engage in a group educational learning experience and that

I
J

!

it would be an imposition on paying participants to take up
their time with testing and follow-up reporting.

A few

tioned later in this study, have overcome
researchers, men
this problem by working with college student groups. It
be that the very extensive testing going on among
may we 11
university students involved in the Personal Exploration

1
II
I
i

24Goble, op. cit., p. viii.
25car 1 Rogers, on Encounter Groups (New York:
and Row, 1970), PP• 117-34.

Harper
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Groups research project in Berkeley, California will provide substantial amounts of acceptable data about encounter
groups.26
i
i
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It should be stressed that the literature is not
lacking in the quantity of material written concerning

I~
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activities in the small group field, it is the quality of
the reporting that is deficient.

McGrath and Altman looked

at reporting on activities of over 250 small. groups of

l

various kinds and note that in excess of 12,000 empirical

!;

observations were made.

I''

I'

They suggest a need for theory and

r
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systematic attempts to formulate principles, postulates and
hypotheses.27
Schofield was more specific in his comments.

He

notes, "The best measures of therapeutic effect must entail
the application of the same, standard methods of observation at not less than two points of time, pre- and posttherapy."28
The problem of data collection in the measurement of
self-actualization was amplified for a number of years due
to a lack of a measurement instrument that would provide

28

standard testing over a period of time and was also easy to
administer and score.

That lack appears to have been over-

come with the appearance of the Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory in 1965.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY
Dr. Everett L. Shostrom was encouraged by Maslow to
develop a measuring device for self-actualization.
Shostrom, a psychologist, earlier worked under Dr. Carl
Rogers and, at a later stage in his development, underwent
therapy with Dr. Frederick Perls for two years.

Both

Rogers and Perls have been closely associated with the Human
Development Movement and had great influence in Shostrom's
work29 as he developed the items that eventually were included in the Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory.30
shostrom also acknowledges assistance from many
others working in the fields of Gestalt therapy, Humanistic
psychology and Existential psychology.

Much credit is given

Maslow for his works on self-actualization.31

The scale

29sverett J. Shostrom, Man 1 The Manipulator
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1967J, pp. 175-76.
30
, ~PO~I~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Self-Actuai1zat1on
an 1ego:
Testing service, 1966).
3lAbraham H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality (New
ostrand 1962)· see also, Maslow, Toward A
· '
'·t
York: Va n N
PsychologY of Be1ng, loc. c1 •

29
items of the inventory concerning other- and innerdirectedness were suggested by the work of Reisman, Glazer
and Denney in their book, "The Lonely Crowd. u32

For ideas

concerning the concept of time orientation Shostrom turned
to May33 and Perls.34
Ellis35 and Buhler36 are given credit by Shostrom
for suggestions concerning value orientations of subjects.
Shostrom had worked with Brammer and some of their joint
work was considered in the development of the inventory.
Mention has already been made of Carl

R~ger's

personal in-

fluence on Dr. Shostrom but Rogers also receives credit for
specific information gained from his writings.37

Personal

assistance was given by Beorge Bach's work concerning the
32D. Reisman, N. Glazer, and R. Denney, The Lonely
Crowd (New York: Doubleday, 1950).
33Rollo May, T. Angel, and H. Ellenberger, Existence (New York: Basic Books, 1958).
34p. s. Perls, Ego, Hun~er and Aggression (London:
Allen and Unwin, 1947; New Yor: Random House, 1959); see
F s perls R. F. Hefferl1ne, and P. Goodman,
1
~e=~alt
Thera
(New York: Julian Press, 1951; republishew
Dell, 1965).
e
35Albert Ellis, Reason and Emotion in Psychotherapy
(New York: Lyle Stuart, 1962).
York:

36charlotte Buhler, Values in Psychotherapy (New
Free Press of Glencoe, 1962).

37carl Rogers, Client-Centered Thera
(Boston:
M"fflin company 1951 ; see also Carl Rogers, on
Hough~on A1Person (Bosto~: Houghton Mifflin Company,
Becom1ng

1961).
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acceptance of aggression scale.38
A major problem faced by Shostrom in the development
of the POI was the lack of criteria available establishing
a model of the "mentally healthy" individual.

In large

part this obstacle was overcome with the assistance of a
group of certified, clinical psychologists who rated a
group of people as "self- actualized11 or "non-selfactualized11 after a very careful screening.

The POI was

then administered to the nominees and the results scored
and evaluated.

A significant discrimination was establish-

ed between the two groups as well as evidence that POI test
score results are correlated with clinical evaluation.39
RESEARCH USING THE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY
Early research with the POI was concerned with comparisons of different populations and was done by Fox,40
Knapp,41 and Shostrom.42

Shostrom and Knapp together used

38shostrom, POI: An Inventory for the Measurement
of Self-Actualization, Ioc. c1t.
39 Ibid.
40J Fox "On the Clinical Use of the Personal Orien.
Inv~ntory " unpublished manuscript, Patton State
tat1on
·
1965 .
Hospital,
Patton,' Ca 1 1.£orn1a,
41R. R. Knapp, 11 Relationship of A M~asu~e of Self1. tion to Neuroticism and Extravers1on, Journal of
~~!~~ 1 ~f~g Psychology, 29:168-72, 1965.
42shostrom, POI: An Inventor for the Measurement
lization
. L. S ostrom,
0 c. c1t.; see a so
of Self-Actua
Measu;ement of Self-Actualization,n Educa"A Test tor the
.
t 2 4 · 20 7 18 196"""5---tional and Psychologlcal Measuremen '
.
- '
.
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the inventory for measuring differences between a group of
beginning therapy patients and a. group of advanced therapy
patients.43

Gade and Weir44 used the inventory for pre-

and post-scoring for a group of alcoholics receiving individual therapy and a group of alcoholics not receiving individual therapy.

They found all scores of the individual

therapy group changed in the direction of increased selfactualization.
Culbert, Clark and Bobele45 directed their attention
toward the measurement of self-actualizing change in a normal population.

Using two groups of advanced university

students these researchers subjected the students to selfactualization treatment over a 14 week period.
late POI scores were obtained.

Early and

The self-actualizing treat-

ment involved was a method known as sensitivity training.
Of the two groups it was found that one was more selfactualized than the other as indicated by pre-scoring.

The

more self-actualized group underwent no significant change
L. Shostrom and R. R. Knapp, "The Relationship
A Measu~e of Self-Actualiz~tion (POI~ to a Measurement
of Pathology and to TherapeutiC Growth, American Journal
of Psychotherapy, 20:193-202, 1966.
of
44s. M. Gade and W. R. Weir,. "The Use of a Measure
f
If-Actualization in the Outp~t1ent Treatm~nt of Alco5. e and Their Spouses" (unpubl1shed manuscr1pt, 1966).
0
ho 1 lCS
45samuel A. Culbert, James V. Clark, an~ H•. Ken~eth
"M asures of Change Toward Self-Actual1zat1on 1 n
Bobele, .t~ •ty Training Groups," Journal of Counseling
Two sensl lVl
Psychology, 15:53-57, 1968.
43E
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whereas significant change toward higher self-actualization
occurred among the group whose early scores reflected the
normative means level of a normal adult group.
Of interest in their report is a suggestion additional testing of behavioral correlates of the POI be done
on a larger scale because the ease of administration and
reasonable cost factor of the POI make it practical for
large scale use, as compared to another test used in their
experiments.

Also of interest in their methodology was the

use of three clinical psychologists who had done earlier
work with the POI, to evaluate the experimental results of
their work by establishing rank-order scales of early-late
profiles of subjects.

Culbert, Clark and Bobele said in

their report, "Parenthetically, in case other researchers
wish to use POI score changes without expert judge ratings,
the present research has shown that this can be done with
some con£idence."4 6
Guinan and Foulds47 report changes on the scale items
of the POI for subjects involved in a weekend of a marathon
encounter group experience.

Significant changes in a posi-

tive direction were indicated among experimental group members but no such change occurred in the control group.
However, th

ey recommend some cautionary measures to

46 Ibid.
47James F. Guinan and Melvin L. ;,oulds, "Marathon
Facilitator of Personal Growth, Journal of CounGroup: Psychology, 17:145-49, 1970.
seling
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subsequent researchers and, most particularly, in reference
to interpretation of findings stating a precise cause for
change in group members.

Also their report raises a ques-

tion concerning possible negative effects and differences
that might occur in various groups resulting from differences in the personality and techniques of various group
leaders.
In 1969, Young and J acobsen48 wrote, "Despite recent
published reports no experimental studies have been conducted that attempt to identify personality changes resulting from participation in marathon groups."

In their own

investigation of personality change in a 15 hour marathon
group they used the POI as one of three measuring devices.
Their results indicate experimental subjects showed significantly increased post-scores in self-actualization items
but that such post-scores were not significantly different
from those of control subjects who did not undergo the
marathon experience but simply executed pre- and post-invenIt was also found that though both groups moved in
tories.
the direction of greater "mental health" the directional
change of individuals in the experimental group was highly
.

·£·cant but that such directional change of individuals

51gn1 1

in the control group was not significant.
Leonard I. Jacobsen, "Effect of
48Edward R. Young and Experiences
on Personality
r· -Extended Marathon Group Counseling Psychology, 17:247c~:~acteristics," Journal of
51, 1970.
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It should be noted here in reference to change in
control group subjects that Leib and Snyder49 hypothesized
that special attention given to control group members in
their selection for study may result in improvement in
scoring by virtue of that special attention.

They also con-

sidered the possibility that the repetition of selfreflective tests may by itself result in improved scores
for some personalities.
In the previously mentioned report of Young and
Jacobsen they commented on the fact that university students are an excellent population for experimentation with
marathon groups.

They say, "Their (students) intelligence,

motivation, and receptiveness to such experiences contributed greatly to the value of the encounter. nSO
These two investigators also refer to their work as
a "beginning effort" and suggest that addi tiona! studies be
made of personality change in marathon groups and they
recommend that follow-up data be collected to determine the
duration of change in subjects.
Many opinions have been drawn and conclusions rendered concerning self-actualization based on data obtained
through clinical observation and self-reporting not considered sufficiently reliable to be scientific.

Gibb

49J. w. Leib and w. u. Snyder, "Effects ?f G~oup"
.
on Underachievement and Self-Actual1Zat1on,
DiscusslonfsCounseling Psychology, 14:282-85, 1967.
Journal o
SOyoung and Jacobsen, loc. cit.
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reported on many such studies and it is interesting to note
the similarity in nomenclature between the scale items of
the POI and terms defined by him in relation to individual
personality.

For example, "Attitudes toward the self" is

said to include self-acceptance, self-esteem, congruence
of perceived and ideal self, and confidence."Sl

This simi-

larity might possibly enhance the value of data reported in
less scientific studies if more specific research tends to
substantiate the "self-reporting" method and the opinions
of the less traditional investigators.

RESEARCH CONCERNING GROUP LEADER METHODS
The previously mentioned literature concerning selfactualization and its measurement by use of the POI has not
touched on the style, method or philosophy of the group
leaders involved, the effect of the leader on the group
subjects, or why a particular leader used a particular
style or method.

Do differences in leaders have an effect

on the outcome of experimental research with groups?
of the leaderless group?

What

How about difference in leader

potency?
Answers to some of these questions have been sought
by experimenters working under standard research conditions.

Hand-

John
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For example, in one study there was an indication that
there was a positive change toward self-actualization in
the control group whose sole treatment consisted of having
executed the pre- and post-inventory.S2
Leadership style and method is considered important
to this study to the extent that the label of the experimental group indicates a dedication to the active pursuit
of positive directional change toward self-actualization.
It was deliberately intended that the experimental group be
task-oriented even though the task may have been obscure in
the minds of the subjects enrolling in a course in "Interpersonal Communications."
Goals and techniques are important if a patient
(person) seeks specific change.

"We are rapidly leaving

the time when the therapist (group leader), in the absence
of more specific knowledge, relies on 'something' in the
relationship that will result in 'something' happening."
That is the opinion of Joen Fagan and she says more along
this line in comments concerning leader potency.

"To

justify his hire, the therapist (group leader) must be able
to assist the patient (person) to move in the direction
that he wishes, that is, to accelerate and provoke change
in a positive direction."5

3

52young and Jacobsen, loc. cit.
53Joen Fagan "The Tasks of the Therapist," Gestalt
Now, eds., j 0 en Fagan and Ir~a Lee Shepherd (Palo
I~~~~Ptali{ornia: Science and Behav1or Books, Inc., 1970),
PP· ss-89.
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In the first chapter of this study three terms discussed are related to the technique or method of the experimental group leader:

body language, transactional

analysis and semantic responsibility.
Body Language

Body language is a popular term publicized by the
book of the same name by Julius Fast54 and he relates it
to more professional terms such as non-verbal communication
and kinesics.

Goffman says, "Although an individual may

stop talking he cannot stop talking through body idiom; he
must say either the right thing or the wrong thing.
cannot say nothing. nSS

He

In an analogy between a man and a

machine, Berne says two types of messages emanate from a
machine:

a specific message that was information relayed

to the receiver and noise that relayed information about
the machine.S6

This noise, if likened to body language,

may be more helpful in conveying information than the
specific message.
S4Julius Fast, Body Language (New York: M. Evans
and Company, 1970).
SSE. Goffman, Behavior in Public Places (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1963), P· 35.

'
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Birdwhistell57 presents a systematic study of visual
aspects of human communication and extensive patterns of
body motion so that they may be uniformly reported by observers.

He says all physical motion has meaning but obser-

vers must interpret observed motion in the context of their
relationship to other factors involved in human communication.

However, Barnlund,ss cautions that Birdwhistell's

"system of notation for facial and gestural cluesu is extremely complex and poses "immense difficulties in diagramming and diagnosing their meaning."
This caution in interpretation of body language is
stated in a different manner by Eric Berne. 59

"Obser-

vations in group treatment should be made on a physiological basis, although their interpretation will be psycholo-

gical."

The importance of body language is stressed though

by his instructions to the group therapist (leader); "note
overt blushing, palpitation, sweating, tremors, tensions,

ex ci temen t , rage , weeping, laughter and sexuality" and
"observe carriage, posture, movements, gestures, facial
mimicry, twitches of single muscles, arterial pulsations,
S7Ray L. Birdwhistell, Kinesics a~d Context
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvan~a Press! 19?0);
lso Ray L. Birdwhistell, Introduct1on to K1nes1cs
(~~u~sviile: University of Louisville Press, 1952).
SBnean c Barnlund Interpersonal Communications:
nd studies (Bosto~:-Bougfiton Mifflin Company,
surveY a
1968), P· 53 5 •
59Eric Berne, Principles of Group Treatment (New
oxford University press, 1966).
York:
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local vasometer and pilometer phenomena, and swallowing."
Transactional Analysis
Several definitions of Transactional Analysis are
offered by Berne.60

Two of those definitions are specifi-

cally related to the work of the experimenter in this study.
One says that transactional analysis is a theory of personality based on the study of specific ego states and the
other definition is that transactional analysis is a theory
of social action based on the rigorous analysis of transactions.
Harris says transactional analysts lay claim to
having found a new language of psychology and gives Leary
credit for having pointed to the need for a common language
in behavioral science as well as a common unit of observation.61

In Harris's view Transactional Analysis provides

a common language of psychology.
In a paper concerning "Behavior Modification and
Transactional Analysis," Te Selle indicates that the purpose
of Transactional Analysis is the facilitation of the development of

realistic and functional attitudes, habit pat-

tions of self and others, 11 that the goal
d
terns, an percep
of both techniques is for clients (subjects) to become

60Ibid., pp. 396-97.
61 · thy Leary DeWitt State Hospital, Auburn,
. 1 tm~ bruary 23 1960 from Thomas A. Harris, I'm
Califor~ta,OKe(New York; Harper and Row, 1969), p. 1~
OK--You re -
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effective and autonomous individuals with increased potential for self-actualization.62
Semantic Responsibility
"If all that we have ever tried to mean by Mental
Hygiene might be reduced to one word, that word would be
accuracy.

And the techniques of accuracy are, in the main,

techniques of language."

Wendell Johnson63 was concerned

with the fact that malajusted people had a common inability
to clearly state their problem.

He felt that this problem

arose from something he labeled the IFD disease:
idealism to frustration to demoralization.

from

He specifically

identifies this "disease" with college students but makes
it more understandable by linking it to the term inferiority complex. 64
Johnson suggests general semantics as an extensional
approach to personal problems and states that the method of
science

.!.!. ~method £!.

sanity.65

Berne66 says the unit of social intercourse is the
transaction.

He also says one of the three essentials for

62wilbur A. Te Selle, "Beh~vior Modification and
Transactional Analysis," Transact1onal Analysis Bulletin,
Vol. 9 , No. 35, July, 1970.
63wendell Johnson, People in Quandaries (New York:
nd Brothers, 1946), P· 1?.
Harper a
65
64Ibid., p. 14.
Ibid., p. 383.
66Berne, Games People Plat, loc. cit.
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autonomy is awareness and that awareness requires living in
the here and now.67
Perls, llefferline and Goodman68 refer to both semantics and awareness and refer to verbalizing as an existent
activity.

They say verbalization provides a screen between

the verbalizer and his own organism and between the verbalizer and his environment.
Later Perls, together with Levitsky,69 state the
principle of

~

as one of the rules of Gestalt therapy and

say that in order to promote

~

awareness communications

is encouraged in the present tense.
Another rule they propose is that of "It" language
and "I" language saying that it deals with the semantics
of responsibility and of involvement.
language to

!

By changing it

language an individual learns to more closely

identify with any behavior in question and to assume responsibility for it.
The Adult, as an ego state, is defined by Berne, as
one oriented toward objective, autonomous data-processing

671bid., pp. 178-79.
68p Perls R. F. Hefferline, and P. Goodman,
Gestalt Th;rapy (New York: Dell Publishing Company, 1951),
PP. Ios-11.
69 Abraham Levitsky, and Fritz Perls, "The Rules and
G stalt Therapy " Gestalt Theraty Now, eds., Joen
Games ofd ~rma Lee Sheph~rd (Palo Alto,alifornia:
Fa~an an d Behavior Books Inc., 1970), pp. 141-42.
Sc1ence an
'
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and probability estimating. 70

Harris says that the voca-

bulary of the Adult consists of why, what, where, when,
who.

He identifies both physical and verbal clues in

identifying Adult transactions.
OBSERVATION METHOD
In the first chapter one assumption stated that
naive observers can verify "self actualization" among individuals in a group by observing their communicative behavior on film and tape.

Because of the limitations of

time and a lack of trained personnel the simplest reporting
method possible was designed but its construction was accomplished by use of data set forth in the extensive literature concerning interpersonal communication.
Due to limitations mentioned above, and previous
work done to measure self-actualization by comparison with
a test measuring self-aware verbal behavior, observers for
the present study were not asked to make judgments related
to verbal behavior.

Culbert, Clark and Bobele71 made a

comparison between results of an experiment using the
Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory and the Problem
Expression scale of Van der Veen and Tomlinson72 which
70Eric Berne, Principles of Group Treatment, loc. cit.
7lculbert, Clark, and Bobele, loc. cit.
72p. Van der Veen, and T. M. !oml~n~on, "A Scale for
.
Manner of Problem Express1on, 1n C. R. Rogers,
Rat1ng th~h ra eutic Relationshi and Its Im act (Madison:
ed:, The
e
1scons1n ress,
'PP·
2.
Un 1 ve rs 1 ty o

$
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measures self-aware verbal behavior.

They did not achieve

significant results in the comparison but suggest that because the POI is both more economical and convenient to
use further testing for correlation is desirable.
There is also an indication that verbalization may
be the least significant part of communication.

Mehrabian73

suggests a communications formula that goes like this:
Total Impact equals .07 verbal plus .38 vocal and .55
facial.
Davitz and Davitz74 tested the hypothesis that
feelings can be reliably communicated by content-free
speech.

The data was tested from three viewpoints and the

hypothesis supported in each case.
"Vocal" as an identifying word for non-verbal behavior actually contains other components such as pitch,
volume, tone of voice, accent, rhythm, cadence and
stress. 7S

.

L
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Eric Berne76 comments on facial expressions and
gestures and stresses the importance of knowledge in these
areas for the group therapist.

He cites the use of such

knowledge in observing changes in ego states among the
members of a group.
Paul Ekman77 sought to demonstrate a relationship
between what a person does with his body and his verbal
message.

He concludes that body position and facial ex-

pression seen by an observer are not random activity or
noise but have specific communicative value related to the
verbal behavior.

He says, furthermore, "This relationship

is not obscure or available to only the privileged few,
but can be detected by untrained observers."
In Body Language, Julius Fast extensively presents
the conclusions of many scientists and researchers in popular fashion and translates scientific conclusions into instructions for the lay reader who wishes to be a more
astute observer of non-verbal behavior.
scientific validation of experimental research in
interaction has been greatly facilitated by intra1
persona
duction of motion picture film making as a research tool.
76Berne, Principles of Group Treatment, op. cit.,
pp. 66-6 7 •

Ekman "Body position, Facial Expression, and
Durin Interview," Journal of Abnormal and
Verbal Beha~l~r y fro~ Dean c. Barnlund, InterSe·rsonal Com71p

au_1

Soc~al fS¥~

~~Vey
5
@unlcat10~g68) PP·
ompany,

0

'

and studies (Boston:

576-87.

Houg ton Mifflin
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Jacques Van Vlack78 sees cinematography as a basic tool in
the study of psychotherapy saying, "the opportunity for
limitless replication permits unparalled objectivity in
the nuances of psychotherapeutic interaction."

He names

the result of research filming as the Research Document
Film.
The use of film for data analysis has not only provided unlimited review but, in at least one case, one
phenomena of behavior and process not previously observed.
Haggard and Isaacs79 report the existence of micromentary
expressions (MMEs) which they noticed while reviewing films
of psychotherapy interaction.

While searching for non-

verbal indicators they found very fleeting facial expressions lasting from one-eighth to one-fifth of a second.
By reviewing film at very slow speeds they were able to
study these MMEs and one suggestion derived is the possibility that increased occurrence of MMEs may be an indicator of therapeutic change.
· n view of the vast potential areas for study of
1

78Jacques Van Vlack, "Filming Psychotherapy from the
·nt of A Research Cinematographer," in Louis A.
Vlewpo~ lk and Arthur H. Auerbach, Methods of Research in
~~;~~~t:erapy (New York: Appleton-century-Crofts, 1966),
pp. 15-45.
79Ernest A. Haggard and Ke~neth S. Isaacs, "Mic~oF ·al Expressions as Ind1cators of Ego Mechan 1sms
mentary acl a
" in Louis A. Gottschalk and Arthur H.
in Psycbot~=~h~~~ of Research in Psychotherapr (New York:
.

~~;f~~~~~century-Crotts, !966).
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human behavior the literature is still scant in the field
of measured change toward

self~actualization,

the use of

the experiental learning group as a means to further such
change and the use of Research Document Films for
up study by observers.

follow~

The existing literature is exciting

and suggests continued study.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
The primary goal of this study is to determine
whether or not a significant and positive change toward
self-actualization will occur in college students undergoing interpersonal communications training.

The secondary

goal is to determine if change occurs and whether or not
it can be verified by naive observers using a simple rating
report form to indicate their reaction to pre- and posttest films and tapes of the experimental and comparison
groups.

to:

The purpose of this chapter is
1.
2.

Define the subjects
communications Training"
Sonal
Discuss "Interper
Describe the instruments used in the study

3.

4.
5.

Present the research design
used in collecting data
S
outline proce dure
Describe the statistical procedures used.

6.

THE suBJECTS
·ncluded in thiS study were students at
subjects in both the
The subjects 1
the UniversitY of the pacifiC·
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and comparison
ex per1mental
·

g

ro

ups were regularly enrolled

and receiving four units of academic credit for a
intersession semester.

one month

No other courses were taken at the

same time.

The subjects in the experimental group were enrolled
ln a course entitled "Interpersonal Communications."

This

course was not listed in the intersession catalogue but was
announced by means of a letter to advisors in the College
of the Pacific.

The letter announcement contained a state-

ment that "encounter groups" would be a part of the course.
Enrollment was on a first come, first served basis.

Four-

teen of the experimental subjects were undergraduates.
fifteenth was a graduate student.

The

Experimental subjects

were aware they were members of an experiment to measure
self-actualization.

post-scoring due to illnesS•sultS were based on means
do post-scoring so final re students were aware that
subjects.

.
comparison groUP

were members of a comparlson

group in an experiment

of ten
they
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concerning self-actualization.
Members of each group met in a r egu 1ar college
classroom at regularly scheduled hours.

The classrooms

and furniture were identical but the experimental group

classes were much less formal, subjects usually sat on the
floor and discussions with the leader and each other were
confrontations of the encounter group type.
INTERPERSONAL coMMUNICATIONS TRAINING
The purpose of this section is to briefly describe
the concepts and methods of the instructor teaching Interpersonal communications to the experimental group.

The

instructor was experienced in both the traditional lecturediscussion method of teaching and the experiental-learning
method of the encounter group.

Experimental Group Reguired Readin&
The experimental group members were required to
read:

Games people

pla~ by

Eric Berne; Toward A Psychology

of Being by Abraham H. Maslow; and Encounter edited by
Arthur Burton.
0

Experiential Learning. Meth
. ia regular college classroom the
1
Although meet1ng ·th
n both subjects and the instruc-

meetings were informa

1

Wl

Discussions were of the confron-

ter sitting on the floor. ter groups with emphasis on a

tation type of most encoun
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sharing of feelings and experiences of the

group in apply-

ing the knowledge gained in their readings to the selfconcept of each one.

As much as possible emphasis was on "how" concepts
are formed or changed rather than on "why" concepts are
formed and changed.

Interaction between members of the

group was emphasized as having priority over interaction
between the leader and the subjects.

Whenever appropriate,

the subject of the moment was demonstrated by role-playing,
psychodrama, confrontation or the "two-seat" techniques of
Gestalt therapy.

(Subject in one chair faces empty chair

and talks to other part of self or to absent party).l
Transactional Analysi~

Transactional Analysis was defined in Chapter 1 and

the body of Eric Berne's work encompassing his theories was
briefly stated in Chapter II·

In the experimental group

three of his concepts were emphasized.
The first was that of the Parent, Adult, Child ego
the mood or attitude of a
£
states as an identification
d in a transaction with another

°

group member when engage
group member.

Examples:

shows your angry Parent."

"The scowl on your face voice and sound Adult now."
"You just dropped your
,

er and the Rocking Chair,"
lJanet Ledermand Aj~en pagan and Irma Lee Shepherd
Thera
Now •. e. s ·science and Behavior Books, Inc.,
t ,
a 1 o rn 1 a .
0

I
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"This is se r1· ous

but your giggle shows your Child."

Or the Parent-Adult-Child ego state label might be

used to identify a gesture or facial expression.

Examples:

"That fist sure shows your Parent coming through."
"You relaxed your face.
"Wow.

That's more Adult."

Give me another hug.

My Child digs your Child."

The second concept was that ego states can be used
to identify early recollections to examine how a particular
gesture or attitude was formed.

This procedure was known

in the group as "tracking down old tapes."

No effort was

made to determine whr a particular gesture or attitude was
displayed.

The aim of thiS procedure was to help the indi-

--

vidual rediscover hoW he had formed certain communicative
habits or attitudes. Example:
"How come you always smile when you say
Question: something real cruddy to anyone?"
"G

Answer:

h

Hey

I guess that's the way my
She couldn't ~orne out

Mo~s aiways did me.

· ht
she was always sarcast1c.
sSmiled
tralg like
·
. was a JO
· ke. "
1t

Or it might go like this:
.
ou come through real Adult.
Question: "Somet 1mes Y d but you have this real
With your w~r syou know like, a judge.
pompous 1oo ·

,

Answer:

w reallY, I guess maybe,
"I don t n~minds me. My dad is an attarHey, that r serioUS· I don't remember
neY· Always bing and kidding much with
him ~ver l~ku~ he always had this grownup
k1dS,
look."

US

k

1

1

s that of the positions, first

The third concept wa
lified by Harris.
proposed by Berne and amp

The positions
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are:

2.

I'm not OK-- You're OK
not OK
I'm not OK- -You're

3.

I'm OK-- You're not OK

4.

oK2
I'm OK--You're

1.

The full usage of these terms in the group was distorted, however, into a contraction limiting "OK" and "Not
OK" to terms describing the appearance or actions of a
subject at a given moment. Example:
"Boy, you really sound Not OK today.

1

What • s bugg · ng

you?"
Or:

"Wow.

You've reallY got it all together today.

You

really sound OK.''
Body Language

Body languages was defined in Chapter I and a number

of writers on kinetiCS and use of the body in communications were cited in the revieW of the literature in chapter
II.

In the experimental group individuals were made aware

of that portion of their bodY language that tended to contradict, or confuse, their verbal messages.

~h u~

Examples:

"You say you • re not irritated wi
but you keep
clenching and unclenching your flst.
"You reallY tee me off. you saY .you
me but
when I give you a hug your bodY lS as rlgld as an

tr';'s~

ice box."

z

·

r•m OK--You•re OK (New York:
Thomas A. HarrlSo ~ 6 §)
Harper and RoW, publishers,
•

1
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?u s~y you are a cool cat but how come you k
"Y
tw1 tch1ng your thighs all the time?"
eep
Modification of incongruent body language was

attempted by means of role-playing.

Some subjects set up

scenes that represented situations encouraging anxiety and
tension.

With group support the involved subject then

practiced handling the same transaction in a congruent
manne r, 1.
· e.,

verbal and non-verbal behavior conveying the

same message.
Semantic Responsibilit~

semantic responsibility has been defined in Chapter
I and in Chapter II, Perls,

~· !!.·,

Johnson and Ruesch

were cited regarding semantic problems in communication.
In the experimental group semantic responsibility dealt
with the acceptance of responsibility of the speaker by
.
pronoun "I" and by being specific rather
us1ng the persona 1
.
h use of words. Examples:
always say "they" made
than general 1n t e
Y
"Who in the
11 is made
they? you oudo that. Don't you ever
. he"they"
you d o th 1s,
.., ..

do anything on your Eown.
rybody knows. Speak for your"Everybody knows·
ve
WhY don't you use some
self, bud. I don'~ kn~:~tead of this old everybody

1

facts once in a wh 1 e
knows business?"

1

olite. One must not use the
"They taught me to be ,P not modest. Why change now
personal pronoun· d I~ ts understand me?"
just because you on
the subjects stressed semantic
Interaction between eness of generalizations and

responsibilitY through awar
.

over-verbalizatlon

°

esponse.

£

r

Modification of semantic
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habits was attempted by stress on use of spec1f1c
. . verbal
messages.
Outside Activities

All subjects were encouraged to attend and/ or part1.
cipate in group activities outside of the class group meetings.

Some groups attended were a group therapy session

under the direction of a psychiatrist, Alcoholics Anonymous, Friends (a drug abuse group) and a Planned Parenthood group.
One subject spent a week at the Western Institute

for Group and Family Therapy in a professional treatment
workshop.

The Institute trains professionals such as

therapists, parole officers and social workers in the
theories and application of Transactional Analysis and
Gestalt therapy.

The subject matter in group interaction

there is similar to that dealt with in the experimental
group.

Some group members experimented with new communicative behavior in their usual campus activities and reported
to the group on their experience.
Self-Actualization
Self-actualization as a concept was discussed in the
tings but no specific goals of selfmee
experimental group
The scale items of the Shostrom
actualization were set.
.
nt£!l were not discussed in the
1
Personal 0rientat1on nve
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group nor were the subJ"ects aware of their individual
scores during the course of the experimental period.

THE INSTRUMENTS
Self-Actualization

Self-actualization was measured by the Shostrom
Personal Orientation Inventory.

The POI was developed to

meet the need of many counselors and therapists who felt
the need for a comprehensive measure of values and behavior
considered to be important in the development of selfactualization.3

The POI consists of 150 two-choice comparative
value and behavior judgments. The items are scored
twice first for two basic scales of personal orientatio~, inner directed support (127 items) and time
competence (23 items) and second for ten subscales
each of which measures a conceptually important ele4
ment of self-actualization.
The POI includes 14 scale items but because there
are two pair of items which work in 1:1 reciprocity this
study will follOW the convention established by Knapp5 and
will use only lZ of the scaleS·

The disregarded scales are

those for Time Incompetence and Other Directed Person.
I,

,.
tionshiP of A Measure of Self5R. R. Knapp, R~ 1~
and Extraversion," Journal of
Actualization to Neurot~~~~:s-72, 1965.
Consulting psycholog~,
·
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the POI
Validating and correlational data concern1·ng
Testing

are presented in the Educational and Industrial

Service Manual. 6
A complete copy of the POI is included as Appendix
A of this report.
Naive Observer's Reporting Form
The Naive Observer's Reporting Form was designed by

the experimenter specifically for this study.

Its purpose

is to determine what, if any, forms of communicative behavior may be interpreted by an untrained observer as signs
of self-actualization among the individuals of a group.
By reviewing filmS and tapes of the experimental group and
the comparison group interacting under pre- and post-test
conditions naive observers maY be able to notice change in
group interaction similar to that, if any, occurring in
self-actualization.
The reporting form haS twentY questions to be scored
5
1
on a 1ikert-like scale ranging from
to • The questions

were suggested by the writings of Birdwhistell,7 Fast,s
6

of

An 1n.v·;;.e.:::n;..;t_o_r_,_y_f_o_r_t_h_e_M_e;..a;;..;s~u~r:.;e::.:m:::.;e:.:n~t~

1
Shostrom, PO 1 :
~
Joc. c t.
7
.
Introduction to Kinesics
11
R. L. Birdwh1~tte
£ toU1sv1lle Press, !952).

Self-Actualizat!o~,

0

Louisville: Univers1 Y
g B_ d,_. 1L.aann~
ua e (New York:
0
JuliUS Fast, ~
and company, 1970).
(

M. Evans
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Gottschalk and Auerbach,9 Berger,lO Culbert, Clark, and
Bobele,ll Davitz and Davitz,lZ Mehrabian,l3 Ekman,l4 and
Van Vlack .15

A complete copy of the Naive Observer's Rating Form
1s included in Appendix B of this report.
RESEARCH DESIGN
The purpose of this research design was to determine
what, if any, change toward self-actualization might occur

ttpilllling Psychotherapy from the
15Jacques Van ylaC~• matographer," from Louis A.
Viewpoint of A Research
Methods of Research in
Gottschalk, and
APPleton-century-Crofts, 1966),
ompany,

, PP ·

Arthur~·C~~~erbach•

Psychotheraet (NeW york·
pp. 15-45.
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in a group of college students when treatment consists of
training in interpersonal communications in an encounter
group setting.

An effort was also made to determine

whether or not naive observers could identify the degree of
self-actualization differences that might exist between the
experimental group and the comparison group and what changes
occurred during the treatment period.
Design

A pre-test--post-test research design patterned after

Van Dalen, s "Design 5"16 was used.

This is a non-randomized

comparison group pre- and post-test design and was selected
because true random selection of subjects was not possible
and total control over maturation process change could not
be exercised by the experimenter.
Table 1

NDOMIZED coMPARISON GROUP
NON-~E- AND posT-TEST DESIGN

============~====~~~P~~~e~-~T~~~s~t~~~==r==r=e==at=m=e==nt======P=o=s=t=-=T=e=s=t==
T(l)

X

T(l)

Experimental Group

T(2)
T(2)

=C=o=m=p=a=r=i==s==o==n=G==r:::o:::u==p======

was all students registered in

Selection of Sample~

The total population
understanding Educational
16D obold B. Van oalenH'ill Book Company, 1966),
e

.

Research (NeW york.
pp . 2 75- "'16 •

McGraw-

ir=-----------1"
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19 71.

the College of the Pacific for the Winter session '
Experimental group subjects were selected on a voluntary first come, first served basis.

They responded to

a word-of-mouth communication originating with various
advisors on the campus.

The words "encounter group" were

used in describing the course on interpersonal communications.

Comparison group subjects were selected on a volun-

tary first come, first served basis.

They responded to a

course description in the Winter session, 1971 catalogue.
The course was described as "The Processes of Person Perception."

Unless specificallY penni tted otherwise subjects

were juniors and seniors and had taken courses in at least
one of the following subjects:
munication

Group Dynamics, Group com-

persuasion, psychology, sociology, Social

'
Ethics.
Variables

.

d

The 1ndepen en

t

variableS were the course content
h'ch the subjects of the experimental

and teaching style to w

1

exposed.
and comparison groups were
. bles were a measure of self-

f communicative behavior.

The dependent varla
0

in the testing of twelve
actualization and a measure
b pOI) of one dependent variThe design used resultS

hypotheses (scale items ofother
t e dependent variable (Naive
able and one test of the
Observer's Rating Form)·
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PROCEDURES

Preliminary Steps

A review of the curriculum of several colleges and
universities within the general geographic area of the
University of the Pacific was made to become informed of
programs, courses and research efforts dealing with self·
actualization of students or Human Potential Movements
subjects.

Many suggestions for procedure were received from

three sources in particular:

The most extensive of these

was the Talent in Interpersonal Exploration Groups' research project at University Y.M.c.A., Stiles Hall, in
Berkeley, California.
James E. Bebout.

It is under the direction of Dr.

The target population is 2,000 volunteer

participants from the universitY community.

It has been

funded by a grant from the United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and is a four-year project
17
running until 1973.
Dr. Hobart F. Thomas, a professor of psychology at
Sonoma State College baS done much work with encounter
~perience for college students. His
groups as a learning
feelings, ideas and

e~periences
~
have been described in a

e~

correspondence and conversations
1
17Based on perso~aut
principal investigator for the
0
between Dr. James E •. Be Hail, UniversitY Y.M.C.A.,
T.I.E. project at ~t11es
Berkeley, Californla•
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prepare d for use in the classnumber of unpubl"1shed papers
study can best be
room. The influence of his work on th1·s
such papers:
described by listing the titles of a few

"Self-Actualization Through the Group Experience"
"Psychology at Sonoma State College"
"Education for Inner Directedness"
"The Encounter Group·.

n
ome o Its Implications"
A d S
£

"For Education and Life"

A personal interview with Jack C. Pflugarth, counseling Psychologist and Lecturer in Psychology, at the
University of california at Davis, provided information
helpful in determining when, and how long, the experimental
group would meet and what some of the interaction might
be.18

This accumulation of experiential evidence from

other universities and colleges was very important in obtaining facultY approval for the inclusion of the course on
interpersonal communications in the Winter session, 197l,
College of PacifiC curriculUM•

It was also helpful in ob-

taining a small grant to defraY the cost of making motion
picture films of the two groupS•
1 interview with Jack c.
18Based on ~ perso~~
gist and Lecturer in PsycholPflugarth, counsel1ng
nia at oavis; see also, Sumner B.
ogy, UniversitY of Cal 1 or and John Emery, "Pe!'sonal EnMorris Jack c. Pflugart~· ,, personnel and Gu1dance
counte~ in Higher Educat1~~01-rr1·
Journal, June, 1969, PP•

~~y 010
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Data Collection

The Shostrom Personal Orientation Invento
administ ere d to each subJ"ect in the
parison

was

experimental and com-

groups at the f1rst meeting in January,

1971

, and
Pre-scores were not

.

at the last meeting in January, 1971.
any su Jects an at no time within the control
released to

b.

d

of the experimenter were scale items of the inventory
explained.

At the first meeting of each group a signed release

was obtained from each one explaining the purpose of filming and recording them.

A complete copy of the release

form is included in AppendiX C of this report.
Each group was filmed and taped in an 18 minute
interaction session at the beginning and end of the experiment.

Due to inexperience on the part of the experimenter

and his assistants the film and tape operating at different
speeds creating some difficultY to the observers at the
time of administering the Naive Observer's Rating Form;
i.e., when showing the film in a few minutes the verbal
action fallS behind the visual action.

This was more a

nuisance than a hindrance however, as observers did not
the basis of verbal content of
attempt to do anY rating on
messagesThe
between
subjectS•
observers
executing the Naive Observer Rating
students in the Group Dynamthe pacifiC•
Form were selected from f amonS
ics course at College

0

Oral instructions

~-
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concerning the form and rating procedure were given by the
experimenter and he remained with them throughout the
showing of the films to answer questions that arose.

Rating

for each film was done during, and immediately after, the
showing of each film.

The films were presented in the

following order:

1.

Comparison group post-test

2.

Experimental group pre-test

3.

Comparison group pre-test

4.

Experimental group post-test
arison group post-film out of chronShowing the Comp to offset any possible tendency by
done
ological order was
· ns between the films. Observers
50
observers to make comparl f·lm as an independent unit.
were asked to judge each

1

CHAPTER IV
REPORT OF DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the statisanalysis of experimental data and to interpret the
1v1 e 1n o wo sections. The
results. The chapter 1· s d. · d d · t t
first section deals with data obtained by administration of
tical

the Shostrom personal Orientation Inventor
t•1

cal treatment by analysis of variance.

and its statis-

The second sec-

tion will deal with resultS obtained through use of the
Na 1·

Ve Observer's Rating Form and ranking order of the

groups as judged by the observers.
The .OS and .01 levels of probability were used to

determine the significance of the results of the analysis
of variance.

oRIENTATION INVENTORY

suosrROM PERSONAL

. ble for thiS section of the ex-

The dependeD
t varla
pe ·
c~~~~~p~r[:s~o~n~a~l~O::,.:r:.:l.:.;
e~n:;..t:;..;a;_t_l·-o~n- I_n;. . v;. . e~n; . ;t:;.;:o':.:. l(s r~ment is the ~hostrom e fourteen scale items in the
POIee Appendix A)·

r·

There are ill be discussed because the

but only twelve of them
. dw
in opposites in a 1:1 ratio.

T~rst
.
four items are pa1re .
h 1 s has become customarY

~n

. ournal reports following the
J
64
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example of Knapp.l
Scale I terns

.
D1r

1 terns dis cussed are Time Compete nee, Inner

The scale ·
ectedness

'

e

S 1£

-Actuahung Value, Existentiality,
. .

eactivity, Spontaneity, Self-Regard, self-

Feeling R

ce, Nature of Man, Synergy, Acceptance of AggresAcceptan
sion

an

d

Capacity for Intimate Contact.

The null hypothesis relating to the twelve items
loned above is, "Students participating in a four week
ment·
nlng course in interpersonal communications will not
trai .

onstrate a significant improvement in self-actualization

dem
as measured by pre- and post-scores on the gtostrom Personal
Inventor_l.· ..
Acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis will
be dete

.

rm1ne

f

d

on 1 eve 1 o

· gnificance
51

obtained in the
comment will also be made on

me as urement of treatment·
conditions and interaction·
verall differences between
0
-Cond·ltions
·son
groups
as measured by preConditions refers to the

the experimental and comparl

of SelfJo·urnal of

-

l
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and post-scores of th e Sh os t rom personal Orientation Inventorr.
Treatments
Treatments refers to the overall differences between
the groups as measured by the pre- and post-scores of the
experimental group and the pre- and post-scores of the
comparison group by means of the Shostrom Personal Orien!ation Inventory.
Interaction
changes occurring in one
to
refers
Interaction
group as related to change occurring in the other group
hich each group was exposed.
because of the trea t me nt to W
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Table 2

ru~ALYSIS

OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

Scale Item #2--Time Competence

=

ss

Source

Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups

7.68
319.00
.98

Treatments

13.65

Interaction
Treatments X Subjects

---

92.81

d£

MS

F

1

7. 68

.5

ns

23

13.87

1

.98

.24

ns

1

13.65

3.38

ns

23

4.04

-

E.

Hence it is interpreted
that: difference between pre. ·ficant
1.

There was no s1gnl s
. . • ant difference between the
and post-test score

2.

There was no sign1f1C
ction between
groupS·
. nificant intera
There was no slS d groupS·
the treatments an

3.

~-======-==~

=

(

....... -
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Table 3

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY
Scale Item #4--lnner Directedness

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subject within Groups
Treatments
Interaction
Treatments X Subjects

-

ss
75.00
5367.00
706.88
103.24
623.88

df

MS

F

e.

1

75.00

•3

ns

23

233.35

1

706. 88

26.06

• 001

1

103.24

3.81

ns

23

27.13

-

---

Hence it is interpreted that:
. . ficant difference between pre1. There was no s1gnl
and post-test scores. ce due to treatments
.
t di fferen
2. A signifl~an
b the groupS·
ct1on
between
occurred 1n bot
.
. ificant intera
3. There was no slgnd the groupS•
the treatments an

Table 4

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY
Scale Item #5--Self-Actualizing Values

ss

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups

15.87
422.85
2o.4s

Treatments

1.20

Interaction
Treatments X Subjects

----

ss.32

-

MS

df

F

1.0

ns

20.48

8. 08

.01

.47

ns

1

1.20

23

2.54

1

15.87

23

18.38

1

Hence it is interpreted
that: difference between
. ificant
1.

2.

3.

There was no slgnt scoreS·
ce due to treatments
. .
t differen
A sign1£1~an
h tbe groupS·
between
occurred 1n bot. nificant interactlon
.

Pre- and post-tes

There was no Sl~nd the groupS·
the treatments

-

.

~I.

.

•

~

..

~ •

•

~ t
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Table S

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY
Scale Item HS--Existentiality

=

5.07

Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups

350.05
12.S0

Treatments

24· 0 8

Interaction

gg.82

Treatments X Subjects

F

E.

1

s.o7

.3

ns

23

1S.22

1

12.S0

2.88

.OS

1

24.08

S.S4

.OS

23

4.34

-

ss

Source

MS

df

--------

Hence it is interpreted
that: difference between
. ificant
1.

There l'las no slg~t scoreS·
pre- and post-te . nt difference due to
1

2.
3.

There 'Was a sit~~!! ~~e groups.
treatments be " . icant difference 1n
. the
There -was
groUP changed.
manner in '\YJ ... l

a"'~ichgn!!ch

r
I

I

j
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j
j
j

Table 6

j
N~ALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

j

Scale Item #7--Feeling Reactivity

j
j

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups
Treatments
Interaction
Treatments X Subjects

ss

df

MS

.16

1

.16

305.32

2.3

13.27

56.18

1

56.18

32.42

1.47

1

1.47

• 85

39.85

23

1.73

F

.01

j

ns

j
j

.001

j

ns

j
j
j

Hence it is interpreted that:
. ificant difference between
1.
There was no slgnt scores.
d post- tes
pre- an
due to treatments
d' ££erence
2. A signifi~ant ~ the groups.
occurred 1n bot
.
ction between
. nificant Intera
3. There was no slg d the groups· ·
the treatments an

j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j

I
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Table 7
ANALYSIS OF VAniANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

Scale Item #8--Spontaneity

Source
Groups ( Conditions)

ss

df

MS

F

1

8.33

260.67

23

11.33

Treatments

11.52

1

11.52

4.55

.OS

Interaction

11.21

1

11.21

4.43

.os

Treatments X Subjects

58.27

3

2.53

Subjects within Groups

8.33

1

Hence it is interpreted that:
1.

2.
3.

I

. · fica.nt difference between
There was no s:g~~ scores.
pre- and post- e
•t£ renee due to treatments
A signifi~ant d~ t:e groups.
occurred ~n bot
.
.
•ficant difference ~n the
There was a ~~fn!ach group changed.
manner in wh~c

ns
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Table 8
ANALYSIS OF VAHIANCE PEUSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

Scale Item #9--Self-Regard

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups
Treatments
Interaction
Treatments X Subjects

ss

df

MS

F

.3

ns

23.12

8.83

.01

1

3.63

1. 39

ns

Z3

2.62

3.63

1

3.63

250.65

23

10.09

23.12

1

3.63
60.25

Hence it is interpreted that:
. ificant difference between
1. There was no slgnt scores.
pre- and post-tes
d. fference occurred due to treat2. A significant t~e groups.
men ts in both
·
between
. nificant interact1on
3. There was no 51 8 d the groups.
the treatments an

r
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Table 9
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

Scale Item #10--Self-Acceptance

ss

df

MS

.oo

1

.00

395.00

23

17.17

Treatments

32.00

1

32.00

4.34

.OS

Interaction

21.33

1

23.33

2.89

ns

169.6 7

23

7.38

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups

Treatments X Subjects

F

0

Hence it is interpreted that:
. nificant difference between
1. There was no sJ.g t scores.
pre- and post-tes
nee due to treatments
. .
t differe
z. A signJ.fJ.~an th the groups.
occurred J.n bo
.
. nificant interactJ.on between
3.
There was no sJ.gnd the groups·
the treatments a

ns

,I'P'',._,
__ ......_.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
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Table 10
~~ALYSIS

OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

Scale Item #11--Nature of Man

ss

df

MS

F

16.80

1

16.80

3.0

ns

130.32

23

5. 6 7

Treatments

2.42

1

2.42

1.74

ns

Interaction

.16

1

.16

.12

ns

31.92

23

1.39

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups

Treatments X Subjects

Hence it is interpreted that:
. nificant difference between
1.
There was no s~;st scores.
pre- and post ..
. ·t·cant difference between
sl.gnl
l
There was no
2.
the groups.
interaction between
.1 nificant
3. There was no ~ :roups.
treatments an
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Table 11

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

s cale

ltem #12--Synergy

ss

df

MS

.12

1

.12

88.20

23

3.83

Treatments

.98

1

Interaction

.os
9.47

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups

Treatments X Subjects

F

.04

ns

.98

2.38

ns

l

.OS

.13

ns

23

.41

Hence it is interpreted that:
. . ficant difference between
51
1. There was no
gn: scores.
pre- and post-tes
. .
t difference between
2. There was no sign1f1can
the groups.
.
t interaction between
. ni£1can
There was no s1g d the groups.
3.
the treatments an

-I

r

j
j
77

j
j
j
j

Table 12

j
j

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

j

Scale Item #13--Acceptance of Aggression

j
j

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups
Treatments
Interaction
Treatments X Subjects

ss

df

MS

j
F

2.61

1

2.61

421.87

23

18.34

30.42

1

30.42

10.07

2.61

1

2.61

. 87

69.47

23

3.02

j
j

ns

•2

j
j

.oos

j

ns

j
j
j
j

. l.S
. 1.n
. terpreted that:
Hence 1.t
. nificant difference between
1. There was no s~!st scores.
pre- and post. .
t differe n ee occurred in both the
2. A sign1.f1.can
atment.
s due to tre
group
. . nt interaction between
. n.lf.lca
3. There was no Sl!nd the groups.
the treatments

j
j
j
j
j
j

~====================

j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
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Table 13
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

Scale Item #14--Capacity for Intimate Contact

ss

df

MS

2.08

1

2.08

36 7. 92

23

16.00

Treatments

52.02

1

Interaction

14.96
145.52

Source
Groups (Conditions)
Subjects within Groups

Treatments X Subjects

F

.2

ns

52.02

8.22

.01

1

14.96

2.37

ns

23

6.33

Hence it is interpreted that:
. nifica.nt difference between
1. There was no s:!st scores·
· b h h
P re- and postoccurred
In
ot t e
. .
difference
2. A sign~flcant treatments.
due to
.
b
grou Ps
.
t interact 1 on etween
. ni £1can
3. There was not!l!nd the groups.
the treatmen
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Summary of Interpretations
There was no significant difference between prescores and post-scores due

to conditions on any of the

twelve inventory items.
No significant difference due to treatment occurred
in four of the twelve scale i terns.

There was a significant

d.lfference due to treatment at the .OS level of signifi·

cance on two of the items and a significant difference due
to treatment at the .01 or better level of deficience on
six of the twelve items.

significant difference in interaction

There was a and groups at the

.os

level of confi·

bet ween treatments
dence on two of the twelve i terns.

~elusion

Used in the measurement of

v£R'5 RATING FORM
NAIVE o:BSER
. h the treatment of data
. 11 de t:~l \41 t
This section W 1
roups under study
Ob
tiOn of the g
tained through observa
ction· The observers were

~hile
ten

involved in persona

Volunteer students

1 intett:~

froJll a c

lass in Group Dynamics.

The
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films shown had not been previously shown to any of the
observers or to any members of the experimental or comparison groups with the exception of one graduate student who
The results of the observers judging was
the
filming.
did
reported on a Naive Observer's Rating Form.
Naive Observer's Rating Form (NORF)
The design and purpose of the Naive Observer's
Rating Form have been previouslY discussed in Chapters II
and I I I.

.
h form was designed to compare obserBrJ.efly, t e
vable
.
.
h ·or with self-actualization with
communl.catl.ons bethat
aVl. there is an observable differan assumption in mind .

havior of self-actualized

ence in the communicatl.ve be
·zed people.

The instructions,
people and non-self-actuall.
l's at the time of
to the observe
(See Appendix B).
both written and oral,
rat·
d thl.·s assumption·
1.ng emphasize
·ng thiS part of the
!:!Jpothes is
concern1
aive observer's Rating
The null hypothesiS
N
of the
would not be identiexperiment was that by use tualization
and post-films of
F
· self~ac
on viewing pre orm differences 1n
group.
fiable by naive observers the compar1so
. n
the experimental group and
NORF were rated by
in the
The twentY questions win& order:

(11 strongly

numerical scores in the follO
. (41 mildlY disagree;
. ( 3 ) agree'
agree; ( 2) mi !dlY agree'

.05'

~...

' ....... "I

I

t

q

. • , ... ii

, Q. Q

Uii!IMifi!i!J f g v

I
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and (5) strongly disagree.
In order to minimize observer tendency to make com-

parative judgments of one group against another the films
were viewed out of sequence to the actual order in which
the experiment was conducted.

The observers saw the post-

comparison group film first, the pre-experimental group
film second, the pre-comparison group third and the postexperimental group fourth·

Because some of the items in the questionnaire were
Positive and some were negative the scale order was reve
. s in the analysis of results.
rsed for negative questlon
The scale items were as follows:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

le speak in a pleas)lese peoP
Most of tbe timet~ne of voice·
antlY modulated
.
up often to keep
d tbls gro
The leader must pro
things goin&·

82

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

This s~tu~tion looks very artificial like a
class ass~gnment.
'
Any angry tone of voice is frequently heard.
Spontaneity and freedom are very evident.
There is a sound of anger as they speak.
The conversation is forced and artificial in
sound.
C len che d f is ts and angry gestures are frequent-

ly seen.
I would like to be a member of this group.
These people seem aloof and alienated from

each other.
These are very strong and individualistic

16.
17.
18.
19.

people.
! would like to
side the group.

t of these people outilY influenced by the

These people are too eas
groovr gang away from
leader.
They look l~ke theY are a
attitude of these
this situatlon.
I like the open

20.

know mos

an~k~a~~

know each of them as

people and would ll
individualS·

each negative item was re·shed for each 1tem
on
score for
.
bl
esta 1
The numerical
made of the four films.
lrersed so that a mean could be
could be
the form and a comparison
then ranked with
S
3
groUP wa
(See Table 14, page B )·
for each
the highest selfThe results
The total means . di cstillg
tlte lowest total means 1n
of the obser>'ersa
judg~ent
ctualization in the

-

T
~atment of Data

'm,~~

.

-··e-----~-c ·~ .'r ... ~

.]t *

f lOUtw' H

P%m&li ..

~
~-·
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Table 14
ADJUSTED MEANS NAIVE OBSERVER'S RATING FORM

--...
l.

.. • • .
• • • .
.
• . •
4. •
•
s. • . .• .. .
•
6.
7. •• • . • .
B. . .• • . •
9. • . • • •
. • .
1o
ll • . . . . .
2. •
3. •

12 •
13 •
14 •
ls •

. . . .. .
• • • • •
. . . . .

. . . . .

16 • • • .

li

.

.
18 • •
19 • .
20 • .
•

.
•
.
.

...______•

.
•
.
.

.

~

• .

.
•
•
.

.
•
.
.

•

•

Comparison Group
Pre #1
Post 112

3.1 . • •
3.8 . . .
. • . 3.0
1.4
2.1
.
1.7
. . • 3.4 . • .• 3.9 . • .• 1.3
1.5
•
• •
2.6
• . .
2.6
.
.
.
3.2
1.5
•
•
•
.
1.8
4.0 . • •
4.8 . • .
2.4
.• .•• .. 3.5
2.8
4.0 . • .
.
1.6
•
•
2.5
•
3.2 • • •
1.5
4.2 . . .
3.4
• . •
3.5
.
.
.
1.3
3.8 • •
•
. . • 2.6
2.0
2.2 • • .
.
1.1
•
•
2.3
• • •
3.1
.
.
1.!
• •
3.9 .
•
3.3
• • .
2.1 • • .
.
1.2
2.3
•
•
. .. . 3.6 • • . 3.4 • . . 1.3
2.0
2.9
2.0 • • .
1.2
3.1 . • •
.• .• .• 3.9
1.8
2.6
1.4
•
•
•
•
• •
•
3.2
3.0 • • •
•
1.2
.
.
3.5
•
.
•
.
3.1
.
1.6
2.9
•
.
•
•
3.3 •
. • • 3.3
2.3 • • .
1.5
2.7
. • • 3.3 .. •• •• 2.7
. . 1.8
.
2.7
2.3 • • •
1.4
2.6
• • •
3.0 . • .
.
.
2.9
1.4
•
•
•
3.5
•
3.7 . . •
- •

2.5

3.2

53.4
N

=

Experimental Grou~
Pre #3
Post/14

, •.

10 observers

- 69.Z

•••

58.1 • • •

28.7
:

I

are presented
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~n

Tab 1e 15 sh own below •

I

Table 15

RANKING S BY DBGREE OF

BY

THE

.

O~~k~v:i:~ALJ:tJ~O~O~

NAIVE

MEASURED

Mean
Total

Numerical
Ranking

Exper·~mental-post

28.7

1

Highest

Compar·~son-pre

53.4

2

-- . --

Expe r~ment
.
a 1 -pre

58.1

3

...

Compa rlson-post
.

69.2

4

Group

SelfActualizat·~on

----

Lowest

The null hypothesis was rejected.

STATISTICAL PROCEDURE
An analysis of variance was done on data collected
ugh administration of the POI. The model used was a
thro
''TWo- Factor Mixed Design: Repeated Measures on One Factor"
described in computational liP' dbOOA,, 0 f Statistics. 2
Raw data collected from administration of the POI

tests was punched into cardS·

Data was 1. dentified by

Ject's score, group, pOl scale item number and whether
sub·
l> :re- or pos t. Data was analYzed bY computer program and

z

d B L. Kintz, Computational Handhook
J · L. Bruning, an. : Scott , Foi'esman and Company,
~ of Statistics (G1env1eW·
B), PP• 54-61.-

----

J

F 'J

1.

mr:n·~..,.,'f'S"'"1:l'.,......,,'ZZ:iz:x"S'""f:":":":l":'X"W*"''''''''~'
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reported on a prl·nt-out sheet.

Ver1·t·1cat1on
· of results was

obtained by individual analysis of one scale item on an
electronic calculator using the formula mentioned in the
above paragraph.
The films of the four groups were observed by a team
of ten students and their reactions were recorded on a
Naive Observer's Rating Form.

Means of the individual ques-

tions on the forms were totaled by groups and the four
groups ranked ranging from least self-actualized to most
self-actualized.

'

4 ..

--.ocr

w

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss in a genway the experience and results of this experiment.
eral
Reference and comparisons will be made to the findings of
other investigators who have worked with the Shostrom Per-

~onal

Orientation

Invento~ and whose

work has been cited

ln the chapter on the revieW of the literature.

In dis-

cussing results of the analysis of variance reference also
1 1 be made to data contained in the tab e of means com-

w·l

piled in recording the

jud~ent

1

of the observers using the

Naive Observer's Rating Form· (See Table 14, page 83).
The first section will deal with the independent
vari bl
d . 1 deal with the scale items of the
1
a
es,
the
secon
Wl
POI
.
.
d l .J ·th NORF, and the fourth will
1

, the th1rd w1ll

ea

W"l

summarize the chapter·

the null hypothesis concerning
For ease of reference
. .
.
. a
,.students part1c1paung
1n
. interpersonal commun1cat1ons
the POI is restated here •
.
.
1
. rovement in selffour- week tra1n1ng
· ·
course n
w·
significant lmP
lll not demonstrate a
s6
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(

I

actu a 1·lzation as measured by pre- and post-scores on the
Shostrom Personal Orientation Inventory."
Conditions
emonstrated no significant
The analys 1.. s of varl.· ance d
difference between the groups in levels of selfactualization overall.

I

An inspection of the means seems to

indicate students who elect to take an encounter group type
of course in interpersonal communications are at about the
same stage of personality health as students who elect to

take

f class in the processes of person

a traditional type o
perception.

This runs counter to the findings of Guinan

and Fouldsl who found students who were solicited to join

" ·n the counseling center had
1

a weekend ''growth group

t means than those of the com-

significantly lower pre-tes
implY asked to join in an experiparison group who were

S

.

ment.

of the Guinan and Foulds'

In making a comparl.son rimental subjects it can be
ex per1.mental
.
group and the expe.
f thiS study scored
1 subJects o
scale 1. tem. (See Table 16,
seen that the experimenta
h·
in everY
lgher pre-test means
.
urred by chance or
Pag e 8 8) • 1'/he t h e r or not thls occ
.
f rowth groups , commun1·
concept o g
.

Whether or not student

·on classes has someth1ng

1 perceptl

catl"ons groups or persona
. L Foulds, "Marathon
------------nd MelV1 n th• ,, Journal of CounG ·nan, a
1 Grow , IJames f. Ul f persona1g70·

Facilitatorl~:l45-49,

Ps cholo

•
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to do \vith their level of self·actualization is not known.
Until a great deal more research knowledge is available
about the motivation of subjects joining experiments of
this nature great caution must be exercised in interpreting
the results of such experiments.
Table 16
F THE pRE·TEST MEN~S OF EXPERIMENTAL
STUDY .AND THOSE IN A
A COMPARISON 0
SUBJECTS IN THISGUIN.AN .AND FOULDS
STUDY BY
Pre·Test Means
ExperimentalGuinan & Foulds
Personal Orientation
Group
Inventory scale

=

16 • 3

Time Competence
Inner·Directedness
Self-Actualizing Values
Existentiality
Feeling ReactivitY

84.0
19.5
21·9
15·6

13.9

.• ....
.• • • • •
.• • • •
.
• • • •

75.1

•
• • • •

12·6

Spontaneity

11·2

Self-Regard

14.7

Self-Acceptance

12·5

Nature of Man

15·2

Acceptance of Aggression
Capacity for Intimate
Contact

• • • •

. .

18·3

• •

•

.• .
.
• • •
.• •.
• .

• • •

.
d

• •

18.2
18.7
13.7
10.2
9.8
13.0
11.9
14.4
15.6

lack of differ-

,
. s concerne that
the groups,
thiS studY l
mean
Insofar as
ken to
1 be ta
ence in conditions wil
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were at s1milar levels of self-actualization for
initially,
·
reasons that have not been identified.
Treatments
The analysis of variance indicated that in four of
the twelve scale i terns on the POI there was no significant
difference due to treatment.

There was a significant

difference at the ,OS level of confidence on two of the
i terns.

le~l

There was a significant difference at .01 or better
of confidence in six of the

it•~·

significant difference at the

.os

Most important 1Y a ted in two of the POI scale items
An inspection of the
evel of confidence was no
that are attributed to interaction·
rimental group moved more
than
.
s
measured
by
the
two
1tems
means indicates that the expe
.
1

toward self-actualizatlon a

Cise causes of

cbange in
"''f VARIABLES
oBPENDE!,
le items of the personal

.
n tbe sea
In commentlng o

t~-··r

::-;'.

2 P7 T
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Orientation Inventory2 in this subsection

to the table

o

f

means for the POI scale.

reference is made
(See Table 17 '

page 97).
Inasmuch as there was no significant difference
noted in conditions on any of the scale items reference
will not be made to them in the following comments.
In discussing the following items re fe renee wi 11
also be made to the means for clinicallY judged "SelfActualized," "Normal" and "Non-Self-Actualized" groups from
the POI Manual and reproduced in thiS study in Table 18.

Time Competence

· n ·ficant change in time competence
1

ere was no s1g
but ·t Th
.
h experimental group underwent a
1s noted that
e
. t h

comparison group underwent a
ht the experimental group near
P ositive change wh1le t e
negative change. ThiS broug alization but left the com1

the level of normal self-actu -actualized range. (See
non-se 1 £
parison group in the
treatment greatly influenced
Append·lX D) •
ear that
It does not app
.
for dealing in the here and
ast or future.
either group in their capacltY h P
on t e
now as opposed to dwelling
r oirectedness occurred

Directedn~
A significant

change ill Jlllle
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with positive change noted in each group.

The comparison

group moved above the means for normal self-actualization
(normal) and the experimental group moved above those of
the self-actualized (SA).
Although the interaction on this item was not significant between groups the experimental group advance was
almost double that of the comparison group and it seems
safe to say that treatment contributed to this positive
98

difference.

(See Table 18, page
)•
.
treatment did improve the capacity of
In e1 ther case
reater independence from the ing
the subjects to exercise
fluence of others.
§elf-Actualizing V~
A si gnificant change

£ Sel£-ActuallZlng
Values
..
0

noted in each group.

The

occurred with positive change . each group an d was about
t equal ln
re-scores for each group. A
.
means change was abou
e noted ln p
equal to the chang
. mental group moved
the experl
look at Table 18 reveals
f
tualized range in the
an the sel - ac
h
higher on thiS item t
ted in a higher indiresu l
Clinically judged sample·
treatment the values of selfIn both groups
sS tO
group moved to
relatedne
Vidual concept of
eJCP erimental
but the
actualizing people
. on groUP·
15
omPa.r
C
h
h
the
igher levels t an

~
There was no
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Existentiality ln either group but there was a
change in interaction.

significant

The table of means (Table 17) in-

dicates a positive change in the experimental group and
negative change in the comparison group.

However, the

comparison pre-score means is above that of the normal
self-actualized means of the POI and remained at about that
level.

(See Table 18).

The existentialitY item indicates the ability to use

good judgment in application of the self-actualizing values.
It appears treatment contributed to positive change in the
experimental group in their flexibility in the application
of self-actualizing values.
Eeeling Reactivit~

·f· ant change in Feeling Reactivity
1

more than double that of
There was a signl little
c
with a positive change a .

oUP•

(see Table 17, page

1
levels of normal selfthe change in the compar son gr
97).

.
and at post-scorlng
were
Both groups were above
.

actualization on pre-scorlng
self-actualized sample.

(See

higher than means of the
. gnificant·
Table 18).
.
Interactlon
was not sl :f to assume that activities
pe sa e
t would probablY
more prevalent in
·vi t}' are
.
Reactl
I
associated with Feel1ng
he experimental group
sucb as t
.

en counter type of groups . "ar tyPe of activitY • It 1S
th
oom or sem1
the tWO groups' postan in a class r
.
lnteresting to no

. tbis case
te tbat ll'l
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treatere a out equal despite the differences I.·n
scores w
b
ere will be later discussion concerning the pasment. Th
test questions concerning personal concepts
sib i 1 it y th at
may not be as valid as they are sometimes presumed to be.

Spontaneity
There was a significant difference in Spontaneity
at the • OS level of confidence due to treatment and further
A 1ook at the means table (Table 17)

cated.
study l.S
· 1.ndi
.
indicates that all of the overall change occurred in the
exper·
Thi."S · reflected in the .os differ15
lmental group.
ence attributed to interaction•
· g pre-scores and in the selfact
·

h avl.n
. With both groups
. .
ed that the method of treatment

greatlY responsible for a

ual1zed range 1t 1s assum

of the sample for self-

ln the experimental group was
resulting means well above that
8
actualized.
csee rable 1 ).

t the .ol level due to
~lf-Regar~

A significant difference an

self-~eg

ard

.

The means table

treatments was recorded for

· the experimental
ccurred l.n
most of t h e change
h difference bet.,een
ind1Cated
·
thOugh t e
0

1evelS•
&roup (see Table 17) even
·gnificant
roups did not reach Sl
that trea tment in the experig
indicate
of Self-Regard
increase s subjects in the

where a

_ , _ _ _ . . , _ ._......

r
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comparison group di. d

no

t

a vance to the level of norm a 1 •
d

(See Tab 1 e 18) .
Self-Acceptance
A significant difference at the .OS level of confi·
dence occurred due to treatments for Self-Acceptance and
further study is indicated.

However, all of the change

occurred in the experimental group and the analysis of
variance did not indicate a significant change in interaction.

(See Table l7).

The indication is that treatment

did affect the experimental subjects' abilitY to accept

the level of normal actuali-

themselves as they are.
Nei ther group reache
zers •

d

(See Table 18) .• d"cated thiS item should be studied

1
rouP not change because of
As previouslY 1n .
Did the comparlson g tment did not touch on self·
further.
because their trea ction among them was not
intera
n the experimental
I
area?

in soJ1le
These questions
Of the POI scale items
chapter.

an

d \'Till
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Nature of Man
No significant difference appeared concerning the

o
Nature

f

~!an

was a s11·ght

in either treatment or interaction.

There

pos 1 t1 ve change recor e 1n each group.
· ·
d d ·

(See

Table 1 7) •
An interesting point that suggests follow-up is that

the experimental group tended to be 1n
· t he actualized range
both pre- and post-scoring while the comparison group was
in the non-self-actualized range in pre- and post-scoring.
(See Table
It is18).
possible that students tending toward the
gr
£ activitY are inclined to see
0

owth or encounter type
the better nature of man more readilY than those who stick
ThiS maY be because interpersonal
on the self while students

to conventional classeS·
communications tends to center

erception might tend to be

1

of the processes of persona

p

studying others.
no change in synergy indicated
p racticallY

. w of the means.

(See Table

There 'Was
or revle
Y analysis of variance
d in the normal range.
1
staY•
did not seem to have
5 • page 84). Both groups

b

5

both groUP
(See Table 18) .
The treatment of
·ng their abilities to be
Co

anY influence on sub Je
· cts
.
flexible about dichotomles

ncernl

1
of 1 . fe valueS·
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Accept ance of Aggression

p ance o Aggression at
There was a change in Acce t
f
confidence due to treatments. The change
the .OS level of
Wl
e greatest change occur-

was positive in both groups •th th
1n the experimental group. (See Table 17) •. Both
ring ·
groups surpassed the self-actualized mean. (See Appendix
D).

Beneficial results accrued to each group that could

be ascribed to treatment or to the fact that the treatment
occurred in the group situation.

It would be interesting

to explore the possibilitY of change on this item among
people who work or study together for a period of time in a

variety of groupS•
for Intimate contact

The same comment can
. on a.b ove •
Paragraph of the subsectl
Intimate contact india.ci t}' for
ance of Aggression and caP
. . di"idual interpersonal
·ns 111 10
c ate that both groups ms.de gal
d
. 5 accomplishe among
tet ga.ln
t grea.
h
e.l groUP •
sens it.1 Vl.. ty Wl. th some"' a
th
x eriment
e subjects of the e P

m -r'ns. . . . ·3 ,

,,, ·

I ,

J
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Table 17

PRE- AND POST-SCORE MEANS (POI) OF EXPERIMENTAL
AND COMPARISON GROUPS
:::

_

POI Scale

Experimental
- Croue
pre
post

Comparison
Group
pre
post

16.3
15.3
--------------------------------------~-16.3
17.4
r·

lme Competence

Inner o·1rectedness

84.0
19.5

Self-Actualizing Value

Ex·15 ten ti ali ty
Feeling ReactivitY
Spontaneity

21.9
15.6
12.6

14.7

Self -Acceptance

12·5

Synergy
Ace eptance of AggresslO
· n

Capa Clty
.
for Inti~ate
Contact

83.6

89.1

21.0

18.5

19.6

24.0

23.7

23.3

17.8

16.6

17.6

15.0

12.8

12.6

13.0

11.2

11.6

17.2

16.0

16.0

13.0

11.1

11.7

7.0

7.9

7.1

17.7

16.3

17.8

•
20 0

18.8

19.9

11·2

Self-Regard

Nature of Man

94.4

7.0
15·2

Table 18

MEAN SCORES OF SUBJECTS IN THIS STUDY AND CLINICALLY
JUDGED MEAN SCORES

1?01 Scale
'time C.om~eten.ce
tn.n.er Directeaness

Ex-perimental
Grou-p
'Post
Pre

16.'?>
~4.0

Means for Clinically Judged
Self-Actualized & Non-Self-Actualized
NSA Group
SA Group
Normal

Com-parison
Group
Pre
'Post

17.4
94.4

16.3
83.6

1S.6
89.1

18.93
92.86

17.70
87.25

Se~f-kctua~izing

Va'lu.e
~9 .s
r.xis ten.tiali ty
21.9
1S.6
reeling Reactivity
12.6
S\)ontanei ty
Self-Regard.
11.2
14.7
Self- ~cce-ptance
12.5
Nature of Man
Synergy
7.0
Acce-ptance of
15.2
Aggression
Ca-pacity foT Intimate Contact
18.3

21.0
24 .o
17.8
1S.O
1'3.0
17.2
1'3.0
7.0

18.5
2'3. 7
16.6
12.8
11.2
16.0
11.1
7.9

1S. 82
75.76

19.6
2'3.'3
17.6
12.6
11.6
16.0
11.7
7.1

20.69
24.76
16.28
12.66
12.90
18.93
12.34
7.62

20.17
21.80
15.74
11.65
11.97
17.09
12.37
7.32

18.00
18.85
14.26
9. 79
10.21
14.21
11.29
6.18

17.7

16.3

17.8

17.62

16.63

14.74

20.0

18.9

19.9

20.21

18.80

16.47

',

~
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THE NAIVE OBSERVER'S RATING FORM
This subsection will restate the second null hypo·
thesis of the s tudy , discuss the method of reporting used
and the results of the second phase of the investigation.
As stated in the first chapter it was assumed that obser·
vers of the group could relate communicative behavior to
self-actualization.
(See Appendix B)·
The second null hypothesis of this study was •

"Differences in self-actualization will not be identifiable
by naive observers on viewing pre· and post-films of the
ex perimental and compar1son
.
groupS· "

g_ationale
In a report of their

investigation with the poi,
rr
•
• no longitudinal

Culbert, Clark and Bobele state, , . dexes have yet been
5
st
d behavioral 1n
0
the
holding
Udies using the pOI an
£ elf p
t te that
erformed. u3 TheY alSO s a
. . . dividuals does not
eclflC ln
actualization constructs bY sp
. .
verbal behavior
.
elf-actuallZlng
d romllnso
correlate with changes 1n s
.
n, ~
problem

~-

after using the van der veen anpare res ul ts with the pOI,

~on Scale with subjects

to comand obse rving such films in

The purpose ill filming
see whether or not
£fort to
this experiment was an e
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treatrncn t methods would produce observable changes in the

two groups.

The results of the Naive Observer's Rating

Scale indicate a very significant change in both groups.

The observation of the pre·films indicated the observers
felt subjects of each group were very similar in their
interaction with each other but with the comparison group

suits of the observationS·

f

ctualization is very broad.

.
e~periment the null hypoobserved were changes in sel -a
5
For the purP oses of thldid occur l·n the groups ' the

thesis 1s accepted·

changes
in the same positive
.
tal groUP was
the exper1men
. of variance and the
change in
the ana.lYS ls
indicated by
those changes· What theY
d.lrection
nded to
.
observers obviouslY res Po
nti cs an d it is posnble a
s
f sema
. t
aw may be a question o
in relationsh1P o
ill tbe pOI
study of the terms used
confidence and warmth
obesion,
teams
lVords such as joy, grouP c
\Vould be of value•
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_
Process Analysis of Bales. 4

Th

e use of films and video-

tape should encourage more studies of this nature.

It was intriguing to note that on the showing of the
f i lms about one -half of the e xpe rimen tal group came to see
them but only two of the comparison group were interested
enough in them to see them.

It is appropriate to also

state that after the experiment was o11er there was some
comment from subjects that the members of the comparison
group felt they were some sort of an appendage to an experiment and it is possible a feeling of "not being cared
fo "
. n the · r · nteraction while being filmed.
1 1
1
r was reflected

suMMARY oF DiscussioN
and limitations pro-

In reYiewing the assumptions it is found that, in
. eJ'Perimen t
·n the course of the lnvestlposed 1n ad11ance of thlS
.
.
.
.
they w-ere validated 1 d concerning the mot1vat1on
general
•
11 eede
ones descr1be
'
er 5 tudY 15
·
d
he
as
t
uch
Furth
gat ion
f the constructs measof students taking courses s
behavior o
herein, the application to
.
process that may influturat1on
ured by the pOI and the ma ·ng a par t of the treatment.
ence test results Wl. t h o ut bel
. both groups were not
b·ects ln
It was round that sll 3
f self-actualiZation,
0
in 1evel
si's: A
significantlY different
ass a-

.
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treatment methods did contribute to positive change in the
ex

per1mental group and that such change was evident to the
·

observers who judged films of the group interaction.

The evidence developed during the experiment is
indicative of possibilities that the
Orientation

Inventor~

Sh~t~~ P~~~al

is valid as a measuring device of

student constructs of self-actualization and that interpersonal communications training could be one way of contributing to increased personality health among students.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS,

RECO~~ENDATIONS

AND SUMMARY

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate
possibility that training of college students in interthe
personal communications would result in an increased level
of personality health as measured by the

~Ostrom Personal

Q!ientation rnventorL that defines self-actualization in
twe 1 ve scale items •
that

·

f

.

.

A secondarY purpose was to determine

banges in self· actualization did occur

pos1t1ve c
among 1 students that it would be visible to a group of
. terms of communications behavior
obs
1 1
Ob erver's Rating Form.
ervers and definab . e n
1
OI was subjected to a "two-factor
as reported on the Na ve
s
P
res on one factor" analysis of
The data for the
.
der to test the statistical
mixed d
~epeated
mea.su
esign: "'
~
. applicable to each of the
Variance research design
or
1ty
dent variableS were the
Valid'
of the null hypothesls
t
indepell
Welve scale items· The
b·ects on pre-scoring, the

:~.n

le
tr

Vel of self-actua

l·za.tion of so J
1

h groUP' ,.nd the

eatment given ea.c
SUbjects with the treatment·

NORf

The data for the
tive means scales and a

·nteraction of the
1
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The inde1shed to test the second null hypothesis.
establ.
was the judgment or opinion of the ten
pendent variable
observers.
processe
y electronic
The analys 1· s of varl· ance was
db

computer.

Those results were sample tested by individual

processing of one scale item on an electronic calculator.
Conclusions Based on Anal sis of variance
The POl is a valid measurement device for

~ter-

mining changes in self-actualization of students.
Training of students in interpersonal communications
ting appears to produce positive
in an encounter group se

t

in levels of self-actualization.
t in processes of personal perchange
5
d
c
e positive change in student
Training of stu en
1eption

will also produce . sombUt not to the same level as

evels of self-actualizat1on e.JCPe rimen tal group.
treatment re ceived in the lts might have been obtained

the

. t" of resu
More certa1n
'
ther than two.
grouPs' ra
iS clouded due to factors not

such as the personality
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average self-actualization levels.

This is in

students of
"
a sometimes held opinion that students see k'1ng
contrast to
expe r>ences," "marathons" or "encounter group "
growth
·
w·l have less than average 1e vel s o f se lf -actualization.
s
1

1

based on Observer Results
A one month intersession course in interpersonal
will produce v1s1
communi cat>ons
·
· "ble ev1'dence o f 1mprovement
·
1n te rp e rs onal re 1a ti onsh ips •

This imp rove men t may or

in ·

may not be the result of an increased level of individual

e in processes of
constructs of self-actualization·Cours
A one month intersession
Pers
lt in deterioration of interp

anal perception

~

dete .
ersonal relationshipS•

There iS no evidence that such
resu
changes in self-actualization.
h measurement device and

r1oration is related to
The NORf iS a rather roug
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2.

Further study is needed to determine whether or
and valid means
ommunications
behavior
is
a
Vl.Sl.ble
not c
of assessing self-actualized behavior.
A more certain instrument for measurement of
3.

n1cations behavior might be developed.
commu .
4 • Further eJCperimentation might be done placing
groups under study and selecting them from a broader

more
e of s ch oo 1 s • For eJCamP 1e , hOW woul engineering or
rang
d
pharmacy students compare with those of the present study?
Does level of self-actualization or potential for change
differ with students of different
disciplines?
rogrammed
instruction or
f P
ta d 5. The development o ld permit groups to develop
und
pe

leadership programs

~ouf

unconscious bias or person-

0

er self-leadershiP free
.,auld indicate whether or not
ali ty differences of groUP. leaders'
Sociological
6.
FollOW-UP .S tudles -•e anY duratlon.
.
. ht be developed following the
the effects of treatments ha•
1111
studies or case historieS
g
e participated in traint
d nts who hav
Ollege career of stU e
tJoW would theY fare
in
lization·
g to develop self-actua
. performance, drug
s.cadeJlllc

over time in areas such as
inv o 1 vemen t , droP-out an d suicide?
and personal in ves tiliterature
7- A revieW of the
}loolS re"eals a great deal
ther sc
&ation of acti "i ties at o
. h does not now' or maY
£
whlc
• • t"
Of • •
ucll o
d" iS in order that
111
1m11ar act'"',,
A stU'
t \.lre·
5
n
1 1·ters.
ever, appear in tbe

!W.

''=CMW

r

11
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ac lVlties at other
t" ·
One areaschools
that
results for the benefit of all.
a comparison of levels of selfrlts
attention
lS
me ·
college students today in comparison
actu a 1·lZation among
Mas low obtained in his early work with colto the results
would
compl.1 e d ata concerning
and pool

lege students.
8 • The t rea tmen t me th odol o gY in the experimental
group was an effort to extract certain practices and
methods from the field of psychotherapY that would be
applicable in the field of education.

The very broad

treatment used here might be replicated with confinement
to just one theorY or belief such as Transactional Analysis,
or no
.
or Gestalt therapY· Can the trans-

la tl• n-verbal behaVlor,
.
. t

communications behavior re-

s ul t on. of such theorles 1n. o health among college students?
1n improved personalltY
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earning.
of students involved in more traditional forms of 1
It would seem that in this day of large college
populations more could be done in the way of helping students achieve a leve 1 of self-actualization, or personality
health, that would reduce the current

dr~-out

rates, drug

problems and the alienation evidenced in many activities
not conducive to a good educational environment.
at lower level courses in
th
It would also . seem . t rpersonal communications, or
10
communications behav1or,
e the campuses visited, social
0f
vant and important to
as they are termed on some
1

that if the data and
and personal adjustment, are re 'bl
e
eve ryone concerne d • It is poss1 e correlated with that
thiS studY \'/ere
that the rapid
. Jl\res tigations
results obtained in
actualizatlon
m1g
. n similar 1
·
· ht
be·lng developed 1
e se 1 £to improv
expansion of methods
be accomplis he d.
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APPENDIX A

PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY!
1.

2.

3.

1 1
a. I am bound by the principle of f ·
b • fi
not absolutelY bound by the
a1rness.
P e of
I feel that I must
a. When a friend does me a favor I do not feel that
return it'
b. When a friend does me a fayor,
I must return it.
a. I feel I must always tell the truth.
b • I do not always tell the trutha. No rna tte r hoW hard I tl"Y, my fee lings are often
81

~m

p ~i~~~ •

4.

b • If I manage the situation right, I can aYoi d be in
hurt.
hurtg
a. I feel that 1 must striYe for perfection in eYery-

s.

b. thing
I do not
that 1 must strlYe
for perfection in
thatfeel
1 undertake.

6.

7.
8.

9.

spont~a:;ous!r·
eou Y.

eYerything that 1 undertake•
a. I often make mY decisi?ns
b. I seldom make my deciSlons spon

a. I am afraid t? be mbyse!1f ;elf·
h n a stranger does me a faYor
b. I am not afrald to e
a. I feel obligated '! :ted when a stranger does me •
1
b. I do not feel ob 1g right to e~pect others to do
a favor·
others
a. what
I feelI want
that of
I have a haye a riiht to

th~mi

b. I do not feel tha
to do what 1 want

0f

e~pect

thelll•
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10.

11.

12.
13.

14 •

15

.
•

16

17

.

b • I 1 ~1 ve
y values which are in agreement w.
a. I 1. ve by
b values which are primarily bas d1 th others.
own feelings.
e on my

~·..

I am
concerned
withwith
self-improvemen
ti.
am not
concerned
self-improv!m!nttall times.
1mes.
at all

I fee~ guiltY when I am selfish.
a. I don t fee 1 guilty when I am selfish.
b.
I have_no objection to getting angry.
a. Anger lS something I try to avoid.
b. For me, anything is possible if I believe in my-

a. I have a lot of natural limitations even though I
self.
b. believe in myself·
I put others • interests before my own.
I do not put others' interests before my own.
a.
b.
a. I sometimes feel embarrassed 1 compliments.
b • I am not embarrassed bY compl ments ·
a. I believe it iS iliiP 0 rtallt to accept others as

~y

b.

~h~~lr!~~

it is important to understand whY others

are as theY are.

18

.

a. 1todaY·
can put

.

20

.

21 •
22

.

tomorrow what I ought to do

.

1

t
£ 1 t"l
o ££ un

b. I don't put of
todaY·

19

(Cont'd)

tomorrow what I ought to do

1

un

eJCpect of me.
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23.

a. kin
growas emotionally
I noworder
why Ito act
I do.
• 1· t is necessary to
b · to
n know
orderwhy
to grow
· not necessary
I act emotionally
as I do • • 1· t 1S

24.
25.

26

.

2 7.

28

.

a.
b.

Siometimes I am cross when I am not feeling
am hardly ever cross.
· well.

~s

It
necessarY that others approve of what I d
It
1s
not always necessary that others approve o.
a.
b.
of what I do.
a. I am afraid of making mistakes •
b • I am not afraid of making mistakes .
a· I t rus t the decisions I make spontaneously.
b • I do not trust the decisions I make spontaneously.
a. My feelings of self-worth depend on hOW much I
b • My
fee lings of
accomplish.

5

e 1f-worth do not depend on how

much I accompliSh·
29 •

30 •

31

.

a. I fear failure·
b. I don't fear failure•determined, for the most part
a. My moral values
lings and decisions of others •
by the thoughtS • ee ot deterlllined, for the most
b. My moral values are n feelings and decisions of

a~e

part, by the thought••
·ve life in terms of what I
others.
11
do·
. to to live life in terms of what
a. want
It is to
possible
1
b. It iS not Jloss ble
nd do~ns of ll e.
0•
I want to e i:lwith
the ups a and downs of· £ life.
5

32 •

33 •

a. I can
coP
. th the up I feel in dealing with
b.
I cannot cope Wl
.
. ng what
I believe 1n s aY 1
.
what I feel in dealing

a. otherS·
. ~e in saYlng
1
1
with
others·
t tbeY do not have the
I do not
be e
b.
ld reall·ze tba as adultS•
811 issue of rights
Children shou d
a . same rights an ta.llt to rna e
0
It is not imP t
b. and pri ~ileges ·

privilege~

34 •
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35.

b
II can .. stick my neck out" in my relations with
a. others.

othe~!~ck1ng
·
.

· with
avoid ..

36

.

f

my neck out" in my relations

1

b~lieve
~ ~erest

15

a. I b
theinpursuit
others. of self-int erest 1. opposed
b · 0 e eve the pursuit of self-interest ·
1 to interest in others.
opposed
s not
a. I find that I have rejected manY of the moral

37 •

1

I wasrejected
taught· anY of the moral values
b • va
I have
1 ues not
was taught.
I live in terms of mY wants , likes , dis likes and

38 •

39

.

40 •

41

42

.
.

43 •

a. I do not live in terms of my wants , likes , dis likes
values.
b.
and values.
I trust my abilitY to site up 1 situation .
I do not trust my abilitY to S ze up a situation.
a.
b.
a. I believe I have an innate capacitY to cope with

~

b • I do not believe I have an innate capacity to cope
life.
y .ctions in the pursuit of my own
.f
with li £e.
teres justl
t.
acti 0 ns in the pursuit of
a. inmust
Ym
I
b • I need not jUStifY mY of being inadequate.
my own interestS·
I am bothered bY
of being inadequate •
a. I am not bothered bY. essentiallY good and can
b.
1
be
trUSted·that man s
entiallY ev1l
I believe
. and cannot
p

fear~ears

a.

b.

44 •

a.
b.

45 •

a.
b.

I believe that man iS ess
be trusted·
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46.

needed
to JUStlfY
. y '!'>' feelings
•
my feelin
b.
needed
to justi£
a. Reasons are not

4 7.

a. There are t1mes
·
gs.
when
just bein g sllent
·
b w
I ay I can express
my feelings.
is the best
· belng
~indsilent.
it difficult to express my feelings by just

48.

49

.

~·•

II often
d? not feel
feel i titnecessary
necessary toto defend
defendmy past actions.
act1ons.
my past

a. I like everyone I knoW·
b • I do not like everyone I know.

a. Criticism threatens my self-esteem .

so . b • Criticism does not threaten my self-esteem.
I believe that knowledge of what is right makes

51 •

a . people
I do notactbelieve
right· that knowledge of what is right
b. necessarilY makeS people act right.
I am afraid to be angry at those I love.
I fee 1 free to be angrY at those I love.

52 •

a.
b.
a. My basic responsibilitY is to be aware of my

53 •

b. My
iS to be aware o £ others'
own basic
needs.responsibilltY
.
needs.
a. Impressing others£

54 •

55

.

56 •

b. Expressing mysel
a. To feel right, l

.

58 •

most important.

~s dmost
important .
alwaYs to please
5

others.

n!~h
ut always having to
1 0
1

b • I can feel right . W dshiP in
please others.
1
a. what
I willI believe
risk a friS en. ht

~l~endshiP

b. 1 will not risk a
what iS right·

57

.

rl

0 rder

to saY or do

just to saY or do
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59.

(Cont'd)

~ref.

fut a 1ways to predict what will h
.
a. the
I strive
b. I do n
appen ln
.
eelin itthenecessary
Wlll
happen
future. a 1ways to predict what
0

t~

.

that for
others
acce t my polnt
.
b · t 15
. unportant
necessary
others
of view •
a. of
It view.
is not
·
accept my point
1

61

.

62

.

fee 1 free to express warm fee lings t
r1ends.
o my
b · £1 fee: 1 free to express both warm and hostile
0
ee 11.ngs to my friends.
a· There are manY times when it is more important t
express feelings than to carefullY evaluate the

60

a· £1

~>n 1Y

b. There
are verY few times when it is more important
situation.
to express feelings than to carefullY evaluate

a~

63

.

64 •

the situation.
I welcome criticism
!'n opportunity for_growth.
I do not welcome critlc1sm as an opportunitY for
a•

b.

-important.
growth.
11
ppearances are a
rriblY important.
A
a • Appearances
are not te
b.

65 •
66

.

a. I feel free to reveal
b. I do not feel free to
friendS·

67

.

68 •

a.
b.

69

7o

a.
b.

.
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b.
71

.

!t~~n~~;s~esi tate

amo~g

to show my weaknesses

a h. contin ue t o grow only by settin
a. on
II will
b.
w. lllgh-l':'vel,
sociallY approved ng myself
my sights
cont1nue to grow best by be·1 goa ·

f

1

72.
73 •
74
75

.
.

.
ba · II accept lnconsistencies
within myself

•

.

cannot accept in consistencies within· myse 1f.

15

~: ~:nn ~ S

coopera~i v~

nnattura
ly
.
a ura 1
y antagon1st1c.
11

a. I don't mind laughing at a.dirty joke .
b. I hardly ever laugh at a d1rty joke.
a. Happiness is a by-product in human relationships
b • Happiness is an end in human relationships.
·
I onlY feel free to shoW friendly feelings to

76 •

77 •
78

.

a . I feel free to shoW both frlendly and unfriendly
strangers.
.
b. feelings to strangers·
I try to be sincere bUt I sometimes fail.
I trY to be sincere and I am sincere.
a.
b.
a· Se 1£- in teres t is natural· 1
b. Self-interest is unnatura •
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83 ·

b.
lik e men
mas wom
cullne
.
hmen and feml· nine
women.
a. II like
only and
.
we 11 as femininity
w o show masculinity as

84.

ever I can.
empt to avoid embarrassment when.
a · I actively att
b · I do not actively attempt to avoid embarrassment.

85

•

~·• ~ ~lame
my parents for a lot of my troubles
o not blame my parents for my troubles. •

•

a. I. feel that a person should be sillY only at the

86

r1ght time and place.
b · I can be sillY when I feel like it.

87 •

I
I
I

88

.

89

.

90

.

91

.

92 •
93

.

94 •

95

.

96 •

97

~n

.
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9 8.
99.
100

.

(Cont'd)

lov~.

have a problem in fusing sex and love
a. I have no problem in fusing sex and
b. I
enjoy detachment and privacy.
a. I do not enjoy detachment and privacy.
b. I
feel dedicated to my work.
a . I do not feel dedicated to my work.
b. I

a. I can express affection regardless of whether

101.

is returned.
b. it
I cannot
express affection unless I am sure it
wi 11 be returned.

lO 2 •

a. Living for the future is as important as living
for the
moment.
. 1mportant.
.
b. OnlY
1i ving
for the moment 1s

llo •

a•

b.
111

0

a.
b.
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112.

113 •

What I have
a. of person I
~~at I have
b. d1ctate the

.

a.
b.

115 •

in the ~ast dictates
be.
.
the kind
in the past does not nece
.
of person I 1<ill be.
ssanly

It is important to me how I live in the here

a.
b.

114

been
will
been
kind

(Cont'd)

and
It isnow.
of little importance to me how I live in

the here and now.
I have had an experience ,..here life seemed just

I have never had an experience 1<here life seemed
perfect.
just perfect.

a.

b.
116 •

117 •

a.
b.

118 •

a.
b.

119 •

a.
b.

120 •
121

.

122

.

123 •
124

.

greatest
potential

r

129

I

APPENDIX A

(Cont'd)

b • Slgnlflcant
1 theofneed
be do in g something
the to
time.
1 . do. n?t fee all
125

.

126 •

12 7

.

a. I suffer from memories .
I do not suffer from memories.
Men and women must be both yielding and assertive.
a . Men and women must not be both yielding and
b.
assertive.
I like to participate activelY in intense
a . I do not like to participate actively in intense
discussions.
b.
discussions.
b·

128 ·
129.

a. I am self-sufficient·
b. I am not self-sufficient·
a. I like to withdraw from others £or extended
periods of time • . bdraW' from others for
b. I do not like to 1\'lt .
extended periods of tlme·

·

always plaY faiT· little•
b. Sometimes I cheat a angrY 1 want to des troy

•

a. Sometimes 1 feel so
or hurt others·
that 1 want t
b. I never feel so angrY
or hurt others·

130
1
31

132 ·
133
•
1

34

•

13s •

136

a. I

0

destro

Y

a. I feel certain an d
with others· 91. n and
b. with
I fee others·
1 uncert
. orarilY
£rom others·
telliPorarllY
from others.
a.
b.
a.
b.

1
I
I
1
1

thdra~i.

like to wi
thdraW teiiiP
do not like to · takeS·
t mY Jllls 1. tal<es.
1. d and unin·
can acceP
t 111y lll s
·d and
cannot acceP le who a re s tUP.
find sollle peoP
le who are stupl

a. teresting: d ant peoP
I never flf!'
111
b. unin
teres t g •
I regret mY
past·
a. I do not regre
b.

pa~t~y

r

+

• '

e

-

130
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137

.

138

.

(Cont'd)

tieing m~self is helpful to others.
a . Just be1ng myself is not helpful to others.
b.
I have had moments of intense happiness when I
fe
1 t like I was experiencing a kind of ecstasy
a.

I have
not had moments of intense happiness when
or
bliss.
I
fe
1t
like I was experiencing a kind of bliss.
b.

139.
140

.

141

.

142

.

143

.

144

.

145 •

146

People have an instinct for evil.
a. People do not have an instinct for eviL
b.
For me the future usuallY seems hopeful.
a . For me; the future often seems hopeless·
b.
d and eviL
People are both goo
d and evil·
a . People are not both. goostone for the future.
b.
a. My past is a stePdJ? 1ng to mY future .
b. My past is a han. 1caP oblem for me.
"Killing time''
a pr problem for me.
1
a . "Killing time" s not a d future 1s
. 1n
. mean1ng.
b.
resent an
For me, J?"s • P
.
d unrelated to
a . ful cont1nu1tY·
iS an 1s1an •
For me the present
ends on having frie';'ds ·
'
and future.
b. the past
future deP
ot depend on bav1ng

~s

~

My hope for the future does n
·ng to approve of
a . My hope for the
bavl
b.
I also approve of
friends.

.
b.

147

.

a.

b.

148

14g

.

a.
b.
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.

a. I can overcome any obstacles as long as I
believe in myself.
b. 1 cannot overcome every obstacle even if I
believe in myself.

APPENDIX B
NAIVE OBSERVER'S RATING FORM

Objective:
t.
To determine whether or not visual and oral observa1on of coJII]IIunicati ve behavior of a group will indicate a
correlation between self-actualization of individuals in
that group and their coJII]IIunicative behavior.

Instructions:

~

..... _,., ... e--e•
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i<:eling/~go~d ~eel

(Cont'd)

re~~~~d ~~~om~~hj~dgment

. yee _tO
your
ext remes
rat· of communlcative
behav·
lsten to the twapes.
at 1S golng on as you watch

in
e ofrour
1lms and

feelingp~~a~~ e place
the number that best describes your
column at the right side of the page.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

StronglY agree
Mildly agree
Agree
Mildly disagree
stronglY disagree

The members of thiS group appear to be vert comfort·
1.
2.
3.

able with each other.
There is much scowling and frowning in the group.

indic~te~

v~duals

f:!uch anxiety and tens ion iS
bY. indi
1n the group bY wriggling and squ1rm1ng 1n thelr

chairs.
Most
of the time these people speak in a pleasantlY
4.

5.
6.

modulated tone of voice·. s groUP often to keep
tbl
Prod
apPear shY• nervous or
The leader must
things going•
Most of the grouP members d faith in each other by
embarrassed·
These
people shoW trust

7.

8.

.
11 .
10

direct gaze as theY speak

their friendlY manner an artifiCial. like a class
to each other·
This situation lookS verY
assignment.

9

r
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12.

13.

14 •
15

.

16 •
17

.

.
19 .
18

20

.

The

(Cont'd)

conversation is forced and artificial in sound.

~lenched

fists and angry gestures are frequently

een.
I would like to be a member of this group .
These people seem aloof and alienated from each other .
These are vert strong and individualistic people .
I would like to know most of these people outside

the group.
These people are too easilY influenced by the leader .
They look like theY are a grooV>' gang awaY from this
ttitude of these people
situation.
I like the open and warm ab of them as individuals .
and would like to know eac

APPENDIX C
CONSENT FORM

. . . . 1e.

I,

. . . ..............
taking o

..

motion picture film and tape

f
hereby consent to tl
lngs of group discussion in which I participate as a
record.

member of

1 understand
a l'e corded

Will be
above

•

I understand that I will be identi-

~'' ~'~'~ \ Il ~l\ ~\1t~\1~\ \~' ~~tlll\\1

1l\ 1\ I\\\Im1 11\\

3 5132 00435 1334
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